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ABSTRACT

A PROCESS-BASED CALL ASSESMENT: A COMPARISON OF INPUT
PROCESSING AND PROGRAM USE BEHAVIOR BY ACTIVITY TYPE

Kathryn Rimmasch
Center for Language Studies
Master of Art

In an effort to better understand the mental processing connected to different
kinds of CALL activities, this study collected data on time subjects spent, as well as
buttons subjects clicked while doing 10 different CALL activities accompanying a
beginning French text book. In addition, a group of subjects thought out loud as they
completed the same activities. These subjects were recorded on video, their thinking out
loud was transcribed and the transcriptions were coded according to how they indicated
they were dealing with the language input. The frequencies of coded categories were
compared to see if there were connections between certain activity types and the kind of
mental processing that should lead to language acquisition. It found that activities which
required language production at least at the sentence level had higher occurrences of the
kind of processing that one expects to lead to acquisition. The study also found that
activities which required the learners to click as a response were connected to what could
be considered shallower processing, or processing that is less likely to lead to language
acquisition. It found similar results concerning True/False activities. In investigating the
connection between behavior and mental processing in the CALL setting, the study found
that button-use does seem to be connected to more effective processing, but that time

acquisition. It found similar results concerning True/False activities. In investigating the
connection between behavior and mental processing in the CALL setting, the study found
that button-use does seem to be connected to more effective processing, but that time
spent on an activity is something that is perhaps too ambiguous to draw conclusions
from.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Mitch Ratcliffe, a technology journalist once said “A computer lets you make
more mistakes faster than any invention in human history - with the possible exceptions
of handguns and tequila” (2007). Although this playful comment is slightly critical of
computers, it expresses, in a real way, the reason some SLA experts have long seen
computer assisted language learning (CALL) as having the potential to play a significant
role in language acquisition. Although not all of the language acquisition process is based
solely on making mistakes, it is widely accepted that making and correcting mistakes
plays a vital role in the process. Those guided by such a perspective assert that as learners
deal with language input and try to make sense of it in their own minds, they need
opportunities to produce language and receive feedback (Long, 1996; Swain & Lapkin,
1995; VanPatten, 1996). As learners are able to recognize and correct mistakes, as well as
maintain correct language production, their language ability grows. In short, learners
need the opportunity to be able to make mistakes and evaluate them in order to acquire
more language.
Because a fundamental characteristic of computers is that they allow users to
easily make and correct mistakes, it is logical to assume that computer can become an
ideal environment for learning. Indeed, CALL materials have the capability to provide
learners with input, facilitate some form of language production, and then provide
feedback, a process that can potentially make these materials very useful in the language
acquisition process. These capabilities, which are so vital to providing learners with the
type of situation in which they are able to examine and expand their language abilities,
are the reason that CALL materials are generally labeled “interactive.”
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The Problem and its Significance
Although use of the term “interactive” has been widespread and perhaps even
helpful in the marketing of CALL materials, Chapelle(2005, 53-55) comments that the
term itself is often glossed over without being understood. In an attempt to clarify what
interactive means in the CALL setting, she suggests that there are three different levels of
interaction that can take place as learners make use of CALL materials. These levels of
interaction take place
between people, leading to a “negotiation of meaning,”
between a person and a computer leading to the “obtaining, enhancing or
modifying of input,” and
within the persons mind where there is a “direction of attention to linguistic form
in the input”.
The first form of interaction is roughly what was explained in the first paragraph in
the discussion of making mistakes. When learners have the opportunity to produce
language while communicating with another person, they are forced to rework
incomprehensible output in order to be understood, this leads to a negotiation of meaning.
It is this interaction that triggers the kind of hypothesis formation and assessment that
leads to acquisition. In addition to this form of interaction, Chappelle(2005) suggests that
there is some form of negotiation going on between the learner and the CALL materials
and also within the learner’s mind. She also suggests that although we know quite a bit
about what takes place as two people negotiate meaning, we know considerably less
about what takes place in the other two forms of interaction that are part of the CALL
setting.
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In some ways it is easier now that ever to investigate what goes on between a user
and a computer (Chapelle’s (2005) second form of interaction). It is fairly easy for database software to record what buttons users click, how much time they spend on activities,
and, of course, their responses. This kind of tracking had become somewhat common in
CALL research. Levy (2006) even goes so far as to say that when this kind of tracking is
possible, it should be included in all CALL studies.
Although these kinds of data seem to be a rich source of information about user
behaviors, the causes for these various behaviors remain an area that so far involves a
great deal of speculation. Stated another way, it is so far not possible to connect specific
behaviors to various learning outcomes. In many cases it seems like certain behaviors are
connected to language proficiency (Hegelheimer & Tower, 2004; Pujola, 2002), and in
other cases it seems like certain behaviors are evidence of more or less effective learners.
Information that could connect observable behavior and mental processing would add
meaning to the wealth of data that is being collected through tracking. This kind of
information might also give insight into what behaviors lead to better learning outcomes.
Not much is known about Chapelle’s(2005) third form of interaction in a CALL
setting. Because this interaction is so vital to the language acquisition process, it seems
reasonable to assume that knowing more about what kind of interaction takes place as
learners make use of CALL materials could be very useful. A number of theories based
on the idea of interaction deal with what happens as learners seek modification of
language input and as they work to comprehend and analyze language These theories
should provide a good background for addressing the forms of interaction suggested by
Chapelle. Among these theories, for instance, the language acquisition process that Susan
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Gass (1988, 2001) describes in her integrated model of second language acquisition
(SLA), and which will be discussed further in the review of the literature, addresses all
three of Chapelle’s(2005) forms of interaction. As well as addressing interpersonal
interactions, Gass’ model includes an interaction with input, which would be achieved in
the CALL setting by the learner interacting with the computer. It also includes a mental
interaction, during which learners makes sense of what they know on their own, forming
and testing hypotheses. It is possible that by examining these forms of interaction in a
CALL setting one could get an idea not only of the level of interactivity achieved by the
CALL materials in a very specific and useful way, but one could also gain a better
understanding of the role that interaction plays in second language acquisition.
In developing a picture of the mental process that takes place as learners make use
of CALL materials, it would be beneficial to be able to say something about how well
certain features of CALL materials actually succeed in creating the kind of interactive
environment that it is assumed is naturally inherent in the way these materials operate.
Although the profession’s understanding of how computers can be used has moved past
the stage where it is necessary to justify their existence by having them compete with
every other instructional medium, it is nonetheless important to determine a computer’s
best use. If CALL materials are to become even more effective, they need to be compared
with various CALL-based alternatives rather than with other instructional approaches. By
so doing, it is possible that the examination of the interaction between learners and CALL
materials, and the mental interaction that takes place within the learner, while using said
materials will help in the development of a fresh approach for evaluating CALL.
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Although CALL effectiveness is constantly being studied, Levy (2006) suggests
that most evaluations deal with the easier question: “Did it work?” rather than with the
harder question: “Why did it work?.” Felix’s(2005) recent summary of studies on CALL
effectiveness suggests that even more than addressing the question “Does it work?” as
represented by leaner outcomes, studies are simply addressing perception, and answering
a question along the lines of “Do learner’s feel like it’s working?.” After analyzing 52
studies aimed at assessing CALL effectiveness conducted between 2000 and 2004, he
found that many of them were actually dealing with learner perceptions rather than with
learning outcomes. Unfortunately, this is rather typical, with the question of what the
particular mental processing is that takes place as a learner makes use of CALL materials
generally going unasked and unanswered.
Operational Definitions
Before proceeding to research questions, it is important to provide a few
operational definitions, without which the research questions will not mean as much.
Once a term has been defined it will be italicized throughout the rest of the thesis to
indicate when it is being used as a specific term and not merely a general idea with the
SLA framework. As discussed earlier, interaction most often deals with the negotiation of
meaning that takes place between two people. This study however will deal with the
other two forms of interaction identified by Chapelle(2005); namely, the interactions that
occur between a person and a computer and the interaction that occurs within the minds
of learners as they make use of CALL materials. For the purposes of this study, the form
of interaction that takes place between the computer and the learner will be referred to as
program-use behavior. The interaction which that takes place within the learners’ minds
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as they deal with the language input provided by the CALL materials will be referred to
as input processing.
Program-use Behavior
Program-use behavior is that which the learners actually do while they are using
the CALL program and will generally be described according to the amount of time they
spend on an activity, the buttons they click, and the resources they use as they complete
the activity.
Input Processing
Input processing, in this study, will be defined according to Susan Gass’(1988)
integrated model of SLA, which will be further discussed in the review of the literature
and which is seen as having three essentially important steps that language input is
moved through as it is processed. These steps are apperceived input, comprehended input
and intake. The study will focus on determining whether there is evidence that input is
reaching the levels of comprehended input and intake. Input at these two levels will be
seen as evidence of deeper processing.
Activity Type
It was assumed for this study that it can be useful to compare different CALL
materials according to activity type. Activity type is a multifaceted construct that, for the
purposes of this study, will be described according to the following set of relevant
characteristics:
Means of response
Activity
Feedback
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Meaningfulness
Media
The means of response categorization indicates the means used by learners to
provide their response to the programs demands. The activity categorization indicates
what learners are actually doing in an activity. The feedback categorization indicates
whether the program gives feedback (type 1), whether it provides any information to the
learner beyond the information that their response is incorrect (type 2) and whether it
allows the learner to redo the question (type 3). Feedback is described according to how
the program responds to an incorrect response. The meaningfulness categorization
indicates whether meaning or structure must be understood for successful completion of
the activity. The media categorization indicates the media types that are included in the
activity. These characteristics and their variations will be discussed more in depth in the
methodology chapter of this thesis.
Research Questions
In order to broaden the profession’s understanding of the mental processing that
actually takes place as learners make use of CALL materials and to investigate what
effect certain CALL features might have on that processing, the following three questions
will be addressed in this thesis:
1. What is the effect of activity type on a learner’s program-use behavior as
measured by a record of button-use and time involved with the activity?
2. What is the effect of activity type on a learner’s input processing as measured by
a think-aloud protocol?
3. What is the relationship between program-use behavior and input processing?
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Overview of Procedures
Data Collection
In order to assess the kind of mental processing that is taking place as learners
make use of CALL materials, this study used think-aloud protocols. A group of French
101 students were videotaped as they commented on their thoughts while completing
CALL activities from a CD-ROM that was designed to accompany the textbook they
were using in their course. While they did this, database software also collected data on
how much time they spent on each activity and what buttons they clicked. Another group
of students simply completed the activities while the software collected data on how they
used the exercises, but their interactions were not videotaped. The videotaped sessions
were transcribed and coded using a system based on Susan Gass’ (2001) integrated model
of SLA. This coding resulted in frequencies of various input uses, which could then be
compared across activity type.
Data Analysis
To quantify the results from the think-aloud protocols, the researcher categorized
each student response according to a rubric based on what Gass(2001) suggests are
possible uses for language input and which corresponds to her model for language
acquisition. Frequencies of these input uses were compared across the characteristics of
activity type with a Chi square test. Button-clicks and times were also compared across
the characteristics of activity type using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and t tests.
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Assumptions and Limitations
Gass (1988, 2001) defines intake as the processing which actually leads a learner
to modify their interlanguage system. This is a process that is continually taking place
and which is hard to capture. Because this study focused on a process that took place
during a fairly brief space of time, it is impossible to say whether or not the subjects’
interlanguage system was changed in the long run. Although certain utterances indicated
that the interlangauge system was being modified, in some cases there may not have been
retention of the apparent modifications. This study did not make an effort to verify that
certain information was retained or that it actually changed a learner’s language use
patterns. Although the study will not be able to address comprehensively the question of
whether certain processing actually leads to a more permanent modification of the
learners’ interlanguage systems, it does attempt to identify the kind of processing that is
generally expected to lead to the modification of learners’ interlanguage systems.
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature
Introduction
As has been suggested in the introduction, an investigation of the mental
processing triggered by CALL materials would be invaluable in complementing what is
currently understood about the types of materials that are most effective. It is vital that
such an investigation be based on theory. In a discussion of an evaluation framework that
was created by Chapelle, Levy (2006) explains that evaluation frameworks grow from
assumptions about what language is and how it is learned. These frameworks reflect a
certain theory, and evaluate things according to essential characteristics of that theory. In
Chapelle’s case the framework was based on a focus on form and the proposed
evaluations of the materials were based on how likely they were to make a focus on form
possible. Although Levy discusses the dangers of choosing one theory out of the many
that exist and focusing a whole evaluation on it alone, especially if it is a theory that
remains the subject of debate, he concedes that valuable information can be gained
through such studies. Although the current study should be considered research and not
evaluation, Levy’s discussion of evaluation is pertinent.
The following section, therefore, will discuss the theory that has been chosen as
the theoretical underpinning of the evaluation framework in this study. It should also be
noted that this study focused on the narrow topic of the effects of activity type on input
processing, as explained by interaction theory, and the possible connections between
input processing and program-use behavior. It is not a comprehensive evaluation of the
materials involved but an exploratory study of how activity type is related to input
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processing. The following sections provide the necessary theoretical background for
understanding the study.
Interaction Theory
Given that the purpose of this study was to examine CALL materials according to
the mental processing they stimulate, it was imperative that it start with an underlying
theory that allows one to understand what processing generally take place in language
acquisition. Chapelle (2005) suggests that there is a certain amount of interaction that
takes place between a learner and a CALL program and also within a learner’s mind as
they use the program. Interactionist theory, as Chapelle terms it, does in fact provide a
more detailed picture of the kind of mental processing that these two forms of interaction
represent.
As linguists began to develop theories of language acquisition, it became evident
that input was of vital importance in the language learning process. For a while, and by
some, it was viewed as being of singular importance. As long as learners were exposed to
comprehensible input, then learning should take place (Krashen & Terrell, 1983). Due to
the failure of some students in immersion settings to produce native-like language, more
research was conducted that concluded that language production on the part of learners
was also necessary if learners were to develop all four language skills (Swain & Lapkin,
1995). The result of these two acknowledgements was the opening of a whole field of
study based on interaction (Gass, 1997). It became apparent that something about the
interactive process of producing language and having someone respond was a necessary
experience for learners to have in order to become proficient in all of the language skills.
It also became apparent that not all language input was being integrated into a learner’s
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language system. The subset of the input that was getting through was often termed
intake (VanPatten, 1996). Researchers thus became interested in the processes that enable
learners to make sense of language input to the point that it becomes intake, or to the
point that is changes their developing language system, and proposed many ideas about
input processing.
Many of the theories dealing with input processing concede that there is a
different level of processing, so to speak, for meaning and form (Gass, 1988, 2005;Gass
& Selinker, 2001; N. Ellis,2005; VanPatten, 1996). Researchers, and consequently their
theories, generally agree that meaning is processed before form. Until a form is actually
noticed at least at some level, it is not processed and, thus, does not become a part of the
learner’s interlanguage system. Gass (1988, 2001) presented an integrated model of the
language acquisition process that has been well accepted in the field of Second Language
Acquisition (SLA) (N. Ellis, 2005; R. Ellis 1994). Gass sees input as passing through
certain levels of processing before it can be integrated into a learner’s interlanguage
system. Agreeing with those who see noticing and awareness as important, her first step
is termed apperceived input. Apperception, a form of noticing, is an early mental process
that decides what of the initial input will make it through to a level where it can be
processed more fully. Apperceived input is not integrated into the learner’s interlanguage
system unless it goes through a few more levels of processing.
The next level is what Gass (1988, 2001) terms comprehended input. Agreeing
with most of her colleagues in the field of SLA, she sees the processing of meaning as
being an early step in the processes of moving input to intake. It is true, however, that this
comprehension stage applies to form as well. If a certain language structure has not been
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noticed and comprehended, it does not move to the intake stage. Comprehended input is
input that has not only been noticed by the learner, but that has been understood as well.
Stated another way, the learner is required to work through a certain amount of analysis
in order to understand the language. This analysis may be based on many things. Learners
may make use of their knowledge of the world in general, of language in general, or of
the specific target language. They may be able to work to the comprehension level on
their own or they may need to make use of outside resources (such as dictionaries, text
books or more experienced speakers) in order to get there. Once the language input has
been comprehended it can be moved to the next stage.
The next stage is what Gass (1988, 2001) terms intake. Her version of intake is
slightly different than the general view of intake, since she does not view it simply as a
sub-set of input but rather as pertaining to a whole different kind of processing. At this
level the learners are assessing their own interlanguage system and making hypotheses
based on the input that they have comprehended. They may make a hypothesis about
something that was lacking in their interlanguage system, or they may reassess a
hypothesis that they had previously established. During the intake stage they make and
test hypotheses. When hypotheses are confirmed or rejected, they are integrated into the
learner’s interlanguage system, which in turn governs output.
Referring to her model, Gass(2001) gives four different ways in which learners
actually use language input: hypothesis confirmation/rejection, apparent non-use,
storage, and non-use. In the first case learners have confirmed or rejected a hypothesis
which is then integrated into their interlanguage system. The input has made it through all
the levels of processing. (In later chapters of this thesis, hypothesis confirmation/rejection
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will simply be referred to as hypothesis testing.) In case of apparent non-use there does
not appear to be much processing, due to the fact that the input was already a part of the
learners interlanguage system. Gass(1988, 2001) stresses that this use of input should not
be viewed as useless to the language acquisition process. Apparent non-use can serve the
function of allowing learners to practice already learned concepts and to make them more
automatic. In the case of storage, learners cannot move past some level of processing and
so store the information so that it can be processed later. For example, if learners do not
understand a conversation because of the reoccurrence of an unknown word, they may
remember it and look it up in a dictionary later. Storage may take place either when
something has not been comprehended or when a hypothesis cannot be tested. In the case
of non-use, the learner does not make use of input at all. It is never processed at a deep
enough level to become a part of the learners’ interlanguage system. This may occur
because the input has not been apperceived or because it has not been comprehended.
As quickly becomes apparent based on this discussion, Gass’(1988, 2001) model
will serve as the theoretical underpinnings for this investigation into the mental
processing evoked by different CALL activities. The data collected will be viewed and
interpreted based on the possible input uses as suggested by Gass, in conjunction with her
integrated model.
Measuring Mental Processing
Gass’(1988, 2001) model gives a general idea of the mental process that takes
place during language acquisition. The question then becomes: How can that mental
process be measured? There are a number of ways by which researchers try to get at what
is going on in the brain as learning takes place. Some common data collection methods
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for examining mental processing are surveys, stimulated recalls, and think-aloud
protocols. Unfortunately, none of these methods allows a perfect record of what happens
as language is processed. Surveys and stimulated recalls provide insight into a learner’s
thought process, but their validity is sometimes called into question because they require
an assessment that is made after the fact. It is assumed that some portion of a person’s
responses will be speculation about what was happening as opposed to an actual
representation of what did happen. Think-aloud protocols avoid this problem, because
comments are made as something is taking place instead of in retrospect. They do,
however, present the problem of reactivity, or the interference with natural processing
that happens when subjects are required to provide a running commentary of their
thoughts. That is to say, requiring subjects to describe what they are thinking actually
changes what and how they are thinking. There have been studies suggesting both that
reactivity is a serious problem with think-aloud protocols, and that it is not. Loew and
Morgan-Short’s (2004) study, which focused specifically on the problem of reactivity,
found that there was not a significant difference in a learner’s acquisition of knowledge in
the long run between situations where subjects were required to think-aloud and
situations where subjects were not required to think-aloud. These findings suggest that
the mental process was probably not altered that much. Because not all studies agree on
the issue of reactivity, think-aloud protocols should be viewed with a certain amount of
caution. Despite this, think-aloud protocols offer an invaluable look into mental
processing and were therefore chosen as the data collection method in this study.
Gass’ (2001) possible input uses served as a foundation for finding evidence of
processing in the think-aloud protocols. During this study the concept of depth of
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processing served to help decide to what extent activities lead to the kind of mental
processing that leads to language acquisition. In general, depth of processing describes
how far learners have managed to move language input through Gass’(1988, 2001)
model; has input been apperceived? comprehended? moved to the intake stage?
Comprehended input is seen as evidence of a greater depth of processing than
apperceived input, and input at the intake level where hypotheses are being tested is
evidence of an even greater depth of processing. Because the coding in the study is based
on Gass’ possible input uses (hypothesis testing, apparent non-use, storage and non-use),
depth of processing can be defined by them as well. Hypothesis testing is considered to
be evidence of the deepest processing, because it indicates that input has made it to the
intake level. Apparent non-use does not necessarily indicate deep processing, because
learners are relying on their already existing interlanguage system to deal with the input,
but it does indicate that input has been comprehended, which indicates a greater depth of
processing than if input had only been apperceived. This seems to take place when the
input is simply not challenging the learner to further develop their interlanguage system.
Non-use is considered to be evidence of the shallowest form of processing, given that, in
effect, the input has either not been apperceived or has not made it to the comprehended
input stage. Activities which provoke deeper processing should be evidenced by a higher
occurrence of hypothesis testing and a lower occurrence of non-use.
The Expected Affects of Activity Type
Not only does Gass’(1988, 2001) model, which was discussed in depth earlier,
provide the theoretical underpinnings for the current studies evaluation of CALL
materials, but the model, backed by other research, also provides an idea of what one
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would generally expect from certain CALL features. Certain theories in SLA suggest that
some activity types are more likely than others to create a situation where the learner will
process language on a cognitive level that will lead to hypothesis formation and
consequently to acquisition. For example, many theories related to input processing
emphasize the fact that both meaning and form need to be processed but that meaning
will be processed first (Gass, 1988; VanPatten, 1996) . Consequently, activities that are
meaningful and require more than a manipulation of language structures should be more
likely to lead to a deeper level of processing. According to theory dealing with focus on
form, activities that require the learner to deal with both the semantic and the structural
side of the language should be even more likely to lead to deeper processing (Doughty &
Williams, 1998).
When learners have more chances to take part in the negotiation of meaning, they
tend to better acquire and retain productive language skills (Long, 1996; Swain &
Lapkin, 1995; VanPatten, 1996). The negotiation of meaning in which they engage
requires learners to rework their own language production in an effort to understand and
to be understood. Activities that give some form of positive or negative feedback and
which allow learners to modify their responses should, therefore, lead to deeper
processing. A key factor in dealing with feedback and language modification is the
quality of the learner’s analysis of their own mistakes (Gass, 1988; Gass & Selinker,
2001). Feedback which gives the learner some insight into what they may have
misunderstood should also lead to the kind of processing which involves hypothesis
formation and testing. Although activities which provide immediate feedback should lead
to deeper processing, it should also be recognized that some activities that may not offer
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computer feedback should lead to deeper processing for other reasons. Many of the kinds
of activities that do not provide immediate computer feedback require actual language
production at the sentence level on the part of the learner. Language production is an
essential part of the acquisition process and often triggers the kind of analysis which
leads to deeper processing (Swain & Lapkin, 1995).
In dealing with CALL, some practical issues as simple as whether the learner
completes an activity by typing an answer, by clicking a button, or by dragging an icon
have been investigated. There is evidence that some means of completing an activity lead
to better acquisition than others. A study by Heift (2003), for example, found that
learners retained information better when they were required to type or drag, but not
merely click a button. From this it is easy to conclude that activities which require the
learner to actively manipulate at least part of the language input should lead to deeper
processing.
Measuring Interactions between the Learner and the Computer
Although the interaction between the learner and the computer that Chapelle
(2005) proposes may seem more visible than the interaction that takes place within the
learners mind, it is still complicated to measure. Current technology provides means by
which much of the interaction between the computer and the learner can be easily
recorded. Databases can easily record the number of times learners click on certain
buttons, what their responses are, and how long they spend on a given activity. Although
it seems that this easily collected data should be useful, it is not clear how this data
should be interpreted, especially with respect to input processing.
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Many CALL activities have resource buttons that link to helpful things like
vocabulary lists, grammar explanations, dictionaries, subtitles, etc. One might ask what
the use of these buttons means about input processing. Some studies have found a
correlation between the uses of certain resources, as well as the amount of time spent on
an activity, with language proficiency (Heift 2001, 2002; Pujola, 2002). Hegelheimer and
Tower (2004) found that the use of certain program features was a better predictor of
success or failure on post tests than time spent using the program. They also found certain
behaviors to be correlated with the learner’s proficiency level. Use of subtitles, for
example, was a behavior common to learners at a lower proficiency level. Because
certain subjects were at a lower proficiency level they tended not to perform as well as
their counterparts on post tests, despite having spent more time on activities. Although
these results do address how the use of such buttons correlates with proficiency, they
don’t provide enough information to judge what kind of input processing could be taking
place as a result of, or in connection with, button-use. One could argue that the use of
resource buttons should indicate that the learners are more actively engaged, are using
more language learning strategies (Chamot & El Dinary, 1999), and are, therefore,
processing language at a deeper level. The link between the lower scores and the
behavior may not indicate that less input processing was taking place but rather that since
the subjects were at a lower proficiency level than their counterparts to begin with, they
were still at a lower level than their counterparts after having used the CALL materials.
What the similarities or differences between the input processing might have been for the
two groups of subjects is unknown. Whether certain behaviors lead to more effective
learning or whether they simply correlate to a proficiency level where most learners
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behave similarly has yet to be answered. The idea that certain behaviors may in fact allow
learners to make better use of time; perhaps allowing them to spend a larger percentage
of their time processing language at a deeper level is appealing in a pedagogical sense,
and yet the connection between program-use behavior and input processing remains
unclear. A better analysis of the actual connection between certain behaviors and input
processing would be very valuable.
Summary
Although there are many things about activity type that we can assume based on
currently accepted theories about interaction in the SLA process, actually looking at the
affects of activity type through some sort of record of input processing remains a key step
to viewing how the processes are being affected by CALL activity type and in
understanding what activity types should be considered more effective. In addition to this,
it is hoped that the knowledge we currently have about behavior and strategies can be
expanded by examining the relationship between program-use behavior and input
processing. The knowledge that can be gained from such an investigation should allow
materials developers and teachers alike a better look at how to create a more effective
learning environment for language learners within the CALL setting.
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Chapter 3: Research Methods
Introduction
As discussed in the previous two chapters, it is extremely important to better
understand how CALL materials work for learners. To gain this understanding, it seems
that comparing various CALL activity types according to the processing they provoke
could lead to valuable information about which characteristics of a program are more
likely to lead to deeper processing of the language input received in various types of
activities. Such information would be very useful not only to material developers as they
decide which CALL features to include in their programs but also to language teachers as
they seek to implement CALL activities as part of the instruction they provide their
students. In addition to providing a better look at what kind of processing is provoked by
certain activities, a measurement of input processing may provide information on certain
easily measured behaviors and what these behaviors actually represent as far as the
acquisition process is concerned. In pursuit of these various benefits, the following three
research questions are addressed in this thesis:
1. What is the effect of activity type on a learner’s program-use behavior as
measured by a record of button-use and time involved with the activity?
2. What is the effect of activity type on a learner’s input processing as measured by
a think-aloud protocol?
3. What is the relationship between program-use behavior and input processing?
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Methods
Data Collection Procedure
A pilot study was conducted during the Fall Semester of 2006, followed by the
actual study during Winter Semester of 2007. Participants in the pilot study were from
two sections of French 101 at Brigham Young University. The two sections took part in
two different data collection methods. The first section reported to a computer classroom
at a scheduled time. The students were instructed to complete eight activities from
Chapter 5 of the Mais Oui! CD-ROM. Each student was given an instruction sheet (see
Appendix C) indicating which eight activities they should complete and were told that
they could ask the researcher for clarification at any time. Participants were instructed to
complete their specific activities in the same way they would for a normal homework
assignment and that no behavior modification was necessary for the study. Each student
logged onto a learning management server (LMS) where they created their own user id to
maintain confidentiality. They each read an informed consent document(see Appendix
A) and clicked on “I agree,” which then enabled the database to collect data based on
their user id, or on “I don’t agree,” which disabled the data collection. They then logged
on to the Mais Oui! materials using their same user id and completed the eight activities
assigned to them. As they completed the activities, the LMS collected data about each
student’s time on task, button-clicks, responses and scores. This information was stored
in a database. When each student had finished, they were directed to a questionnaire
which solicited information about their age, gender, native language, past French
experience, other language experience and current grade in French 101. The actual
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questionnaire can be seen in Appendix B. This information was stored in the database
along with the information on time on task, button-clicks, responses and scores.
The second group participated in a similar but slightly more complicated data
collection process. Rather than meeting as a group they were assigned individual sessions
in a lab. They also completed eight activities from Chapter 5 of the Mais Oui! CD-ROM,
which were listed on an instruction sheet (see Appendix C). Data was collected on each
student’s program-use behavior in the same way as the first group. In addition to doing
the set of activities, the second group was instructed to think-aloud as they completed
their assigned activities. Before beginning the activity, the subjects read a page of
instructions that asked them to say out loud whatever they were thinking as they
completed an activity, giving specific attention to explaining their behavior, their
reasoning and their response to feedback. The instructions also informed them that should
they lapse into silence, the researcher would ask them questions about what they were
thinking.
In addition to these instructions, they were given a chance to ask questions before
beginning and were vocally encouraged by the researcher to not be shy and to say things
even if certain comments might seem obvious to them. The researcher was present for the
duration of each think-aloud session, sitting across from the subjects at a table.
Whenever students were silent for more than a minute or so, the researcher would prompt
them to speak by saying “What are you thinking now?” Students were recorded on video
as they completed the activities. The video camera was positioned so that the computer
screen filled the video window. A microphone was placed near them on the table next to
the computer so that they could speak at a normal level. This group also read through an
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informed consent form (see Appendix A), and, if they clicked “I don’t agree,” not only
was the data collection disabled, but the video recording did not take place.
The video recordings were transcribed after the sessions and included a
transcription of everything each participant said as well as a description of what they did
as they were speaking, based on what took place on the computer screen. These
transcriptions were sorted into tables, resulting in a rough grouping according to question
and were then coded for evidence of input processing at various levels. A description of
how the think-aloud transcriptions were coded can be found in the Instruments and Data
Analysis sections of this chapter. This group filled out the same language background
questionnaire as the first group after finishing with the assigned activities.
The procedure for the actual study, which took place the following semester
(Winter Semester 2007), was much the same as the procedure that had been used during
the pilot study. Four sections of French 101 took part in the actual study. Three sections
took part in data collection of program-use behavior alone and one section took part in
think-aloud protocol sessions. The procedure for the first three sections was slightly
different from the pilot study. Rather than meeting in a computer classroom for the data
collection, students were assigned to complete the activities from the Mais Oui! CDROM as homework and were allowed to complete them on their own time. Each student
was given a detailed instruction sheet (see Appendix C) that gave them the links to the
LMS website, as well as instructions on how to create a user id and how to access
materials. They were also asked to complete ten activities rather than just eight, since the
pilot study showed that ten exercises in general did not push students past an hour, which
had been determined to be a reasonable amount of time for each student to spend on the
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study. Although subjects went through the data collection process on their own, the
process of creating a user id, giving or refusing consent to be part of the study and of
completing the activities was the same as it had been for the pilot study. The students
were also given the researchers contact information so that they could request assistance
if needed.
Data was collected for the section participating in the think-aloud protocols for
the actual study was conducted in the same way as for the pilot study. Since the data
collection method was the same for both groups, the think-aloud protocols from the first
study have been included in the data analysis for the actual study. It should be noted that
the LMS was not recording time correctly for all of the think-aloud sessions in the pilot
study. For the few cases where time measurements did not exist in the database, time
measurements were extracted from the think-aloud tapes.
Participants
Participants in the study were from six sections of French 101. Two sections
participated in the pilot study, during Fall Semester 2006, and four participated in the
actual study in Winter of 2007. Participants in the pilot study were students from two
sections of French 101. During the pilot study 17 subjects took part in the think-aloud
protocols and 15 in the data collection on program-use behavior. They ranged in age from
18 to 72 years. Because the data collection method for the think-aloud protocols was not
altered, think-aloud transcriptions from the pilot study were included in the final data
analysis. In addition to these data, the think-aloud group used for final data analysis was
made up of 36 subjects. One subject was considered an out layer, having completed three
activities in the time that most completed eight, and being significantly older than the
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rest. The transcription of that subject’s think-aloud protocol was removed, leaving
transcriptions from and data from 35 subjects, 15 of whom were enrolled in French 101
in Fall Semester 2006, and 20 of whom were enrolled in French 101 Winter Semester
2007. The group was made up of six men and 29 women, ranging in age between 18 and
26. Although they were all enrolled in a beginning French course, they had varying
degrees of previous exposure to French, ranging from none at all to up to five years of
study before college. Of the subjects in this group, 33 spoke English as their native
language, one spoke Swedish and one spoke Spanish. The native Swedish and Spanish
speakers both spoke English for their think-aloud protocols. There was not a noticeable
difference in the amount of speaking or explaining they did as compared with the other
subjects, whose native language was English. Of the subjects in this group, 15 spoke or
had studied at least one language other than French and their native language.
There were 46 subjects who took part in the data collection restricted to programuse behavior. They were both male and female and ranged in age from 18 to 29. Due to
some technical problems subjects had with the questionnaire, a full demographic of the
students who took part in this data collection process is not available. Of the 35 who were
able to complete the language background questionnaire 26 were female and ten were
male. Two of the group spoke Spanish as their native language and the rest spoke
English. Their past French experience ranged from none to seven years of pre-college
study. Twenty-one of them had studied another language besides French and their native
language.
Although the study was a homework assignment for all of the sections which
participated, not all members of each section participated. Among those that did
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participate only four subjects reported a grade in French 101 that was below a B. While
inclusion in the study was not based solely on volunteers, it probably included a
population that was fairly conscientious about doing homework. This is something that
should be remembered when considering the generalizability of the study.
Categorizing the Activities in Question
As has been previously discussed, this study compared input processing between
different activity types. The activities that were investigated in this study had a number of
different characteristics. In order to be able to examine the relationship between activity
type and input processing, activity type was defined according to the following
characteristics: means of response, activity, feedback, meaningfulness, and media, which
will be described further below.
Activity Type
Means of Response
Means of response described the way in which the learner responded to the
demands of the program, and had three variations: click, drag and type. Click responses
were generally associated with multiple choice or True/False (T/F) questions. The learner
had to choose the correct option and click on the button which corresponded. Drag
responses were generally a part of matching activities where the learner was dragging an
icon with an image or some words to an icon that shared some kind of association (they
were two parts of the same sentence, one described the other etc.) Type responses were
sometimes limited to one word but could be as long as a paragraph, and required the
learner to actually type a response into a text box.
Activity
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Activity referred to what the learners were actually doing as they completed the
activity. The relevant variations of activity were: matching, fill-in-the-blank, T/F,
structured-response and personal-response. In matching activities learners were asked to
match two associated things such as an image and a description, parts of the same
sentence, associated words, etc. Fill-in-the-blank activities required learners to provide
the correct response to a blank within a sentence or paragraph, requiring them to
understand the context in order to respond. True/False activities required learners to
make a judgment about the truth of a given statement. Structured-response activities
required learners to respond to input by actually producing language in sentences. The
language production however was governed by a model and was based on specific
information that was provided by the program. Learners were required to describe a
picture, answer a question or perform a like activity. Personal-response activities
required learners to produce a response in French, but with more freedom. In the case of
personal-response learners were commenting about their own life and not simply
manipulating a provided prompt. They decided for themselves the length and format of
their response.
Feedback
Feedback referred to the program’s response to correct and incorrect answers.
Feedback was described by what occurs when a response was incorrect because the
program responded to all correct answers with the same happy ring and an encouraging
phrase in French. Three different categorizations of feedback were used in describing the
activities. Feedback type 1 merely grouped the activities according to whether or not
they had feedback. Activities which gave feedback on the correctness of an answer were
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classified as feedback, and those that did not provide information about the correctness of
the responses were classified as no feedback. Feedback types 2 and 3 dealt only with
activities that had feedback. Activities that were classified as no feedback were not part
of these comparisons. Feedback type 2 grouped activities according to whether or not
they provided the learner with some kind of information to help them asses why their
response was incorrect. The relevant groups for Feedback type 2 were: information and
no information. Feedback type 3 grouped activities according to whether or not learners
were allowed to redo the questions. The relevant groups for this kind of feedback were:
indefinite-redo, where the learners had to continue redoing questions until they were
correct, limited-redo, where learners had three chances to redo the question and no redo,
where learners were given only one chance to answer the question.
Meaningfulness
The activities were also divided according to their meaningfulness or the extent to
which learners need to be aware of the actual meaning of the communication in order to
complete the activity. The relevant variations of meaningfulness were: semantic,
structural, and structural semantic. If an activity was semantic the language had to be
understood in order to complete the activity correctly. The activity could have been
completed on meaning alone, structure could have been ignored. A structural activity
could be completed without actually understanding the language. The learner was only
required to demonstrate knowledge of a certain structure. Structural-semantic activities
required the learner to be aware both of the meaning of the language and its grammatical
structures in order to complete the activity correctly.
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Media
There were five media types in question: text, text-and-image, text-and-audio,
text-and-video, and text, image and video. They were classified according to the media
which was required for the learner to complete the activity, for example a text-and-audio
activity might have required the student to listen to a story and then answer questions
about it. In these categories image refers to still pictures. Text was present in all the
activities.
The characteristics of activity type that have been described above were used to
describe and categorize activities so that they could be compared. Because of a personal
interest in class room settings, the materials that were chosen for evaluation were
materials that were designed to be used in conjunction with a beginning French
curriculum. Below is a description of the materials in question.
Description of Materials
This study evaluated 10 activities from the CD-ROM which accompanies
Houghton-Mifflen’s, Mais Oui!, a college level beginning French text book. Mais-Oui! is
based on a communicative approach to learning languages. The CD-ROM itself contains
a number of different activities that give learners a chance to make use of all four
language skills. Ten activities were chosen for investigation from Chapter 5 of the CDROM. These ten activities were chosen because they represented a range of the different
variations of activity type. They are described along with their categorizations in Table 1.
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Table 1
Description of Activities under Investigation
Commandez! (Order!)
drag/ fill-in-the-blank/feedback/ no information/ indefinite-redo/ structural-semantic/ text
Subjects complete a dialogue where two friends are ordering food and drinks.
Associations (Associations)
drag/ matching/ feedback/ no information/ indefinite-redo/ semantic/ text-and-image
Subjects match pictures of grocery items to the names of the stores they would be found at.
Boissons Préférées (Favorite Drinks)
type/ fill-in-the-blank/ feedback/ information/ limited-redo/ structural/ text
Subjects fill-in-the-blanks in a paragraph about what a family likes to drink. Each blank represents a
different conjugation of the verb boire.
Achats (Purchases)
click/ fill-in-the-blank/ feedback/ no information/ limited-redo/ structural-semantic/ text
Subjects complete sentences about a shopping trip by choosing the correct articles from a list of
three.
Trop? (Too much?)
type/ structured-response/ no feedback/ structural-semantic/ text-and-audio
Subjects compare purchases they read from a list with those they hear in an audio clip and type
sentences using three kinds of comparisons.
Vrai ou Faux (True or False)
click/ T/F/ feedback/ information/ no redo/ semantic/ text-and-audio
Subjects answer true or false questions about an audio clip about a couple going shopping.
Occupée (Busy)
type/ structured-response/ no feedback/ structural-semantic/ text-and-image
Subjects were given a prompt. They then wrote a sentence telling whether a woman had or had not
done the prompt based an accompanying image.
Vin? (Wine?)
click/ T/F/ feedback/ information/ no redo/ semantic/ text-and-video
Subjects answer true or false questions about a video they watch where a couple discusses wine.
Comparisons (Comparisons)
type/ personal-response/ no feedback/ structural-semantic/ text-and-video
Subjects compare their own drinking habits with those of a couple they watch in a video. They write
the couple an e-mail including the comparison.
Interviews (Interviews)
drag/ matching/ feedback/ no information/ indefinite-redo/ semantic/ text-and-video and
image
Subjects match descriptions to photos of people that describe what they have for lunch and dinner in
a video.
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Instruments
Think-aloud transcriptions are a rich form of data, but it can be a challenge to
make sense of them. In order to glean from them a measurement of input processing that
could be compared across activity types, transcriptions were coded according to the
underlying theory presented by Gass’(1988, 2001) integrated model of second language
acquisition. The coding is described below.
Interpreting the Think Aloud Protocols
The think-aloud sessions were coded using an adaptation of Gass’(2001)
description of the possible uses for language input. This scale was used to categorize
student responses to individual questions within each activity. Each response was placed
in one of the three following categories:
hypothesis confirmation/rejection
apparent non-use or
non-use (Gass & Selinker, 2001).
One might recall that Gass suggested four possible outcomes for input, one of which was
storage, which occurs when learners have noticed something but do not yet have the
necessary background to make sense of it. They remember it so that they can sort it out
later. This occurred rarely enough in the pilot study that is was not possible to statistically
compare it with the other uses. It also often occurred in conjunction with another use,
making it possible to simply sort questions into one of the three other categories. It
should be noted that the categorization of questions was a global assessment of a whole
question, which was not able to account for the use of every detail of the language input
provided to subjects by the materials. Although it allows us to view trends in the data, it
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should not be viewed as a direct measurement of any kind. The scale is explained below
and was refined through the following method. A general description of each of the three
options was established. Three think-aloud transcriptions were randomly selected. The
researcher and two other advanced speakers of French, with sufficient background in
SLA to understand the scale, coded these three transcriptions independently. The three
codings of the transcriptions were then compared and the areas of discrepancy were
discussed. More specific definitions were detailed. All of the transcriptions were then
coded by the researcher and one of the advanced French speakers. Coding was compared
and discrepancies were once again resolved by discussion and a consultation of accepted
definitions. Discrepancies which could not be resolved in this way were resolved by an
appeal to the third coder, the majority gaining the vote. All coding was based on what the
subjects actually said. If they gave an incorrect response for example, but indicated that it
was a result of having “pushed the wrong button” then the response was evaluated as if
they had pushed the right button.
In general, hypothesis testing (HT) indicated that the learners were using input to
form ideas about the language which would be either confirmed or rejected by responses
to their own language production. The specific descriptions of what was considered
hypothesis testing can be seen in Table 2.
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Table 2
Descriptions of Hypothesis Testing used for Think-aloud Transcription Coding
The subjects made some statement indicating that they were unsure of something
but that they expected a certain response to confirm or reject their hypothesis.
The subjects did not make any statements indicating uncertainty, but their
responses were incorrect and the feedback led them to a correct conclusion.
While completing a non-graded activity the subjects indicated attention to some
aspect of their language that would have been confirmed or rejected by feedback.
The subject debated between two options. The debate was either settled by
feedback or would have been settled by feedback had it been available.
The subjects indicated some kind of hesitation or questioning that they resolved
by negotiating with input and/or program resources before actually giving their
response.

Apparent non-use (AN) suggested that subjects already had full comprehension of
something and responded accordingly based on their existing interlanguage system.
Although this type of response may have done much to reinforce knowledge and help
make it automatic, it did not generally indicate the kind of processing that changes the
interlanguage system. A description of the types of comments classified as apparent nonuse can be seen in Table 3.
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Table 3
Description of Apparent Non-use used for Think-Aloud Transcription Coding
The subjects got the right answer, the first time, without hesitation, even if they
did not say much about it.
The subjects explained their answer in a way that indicated they were relying on
a pre-existing interlanguage structure, even if their explanation would not have
been considered grammatically correct in a text book sense.
While doing an activity based on listening comprehension the subjects matched
correctly something they heard with something they read, even if they did not
translate it.
While doing a listening comprehension activity the subjects indicated that they
understood something even if they had listened to the audio or video a number of
times.
The subjects produced a response, in acceptable language, using their preexisting interlanguage system, even if they were not doing specifically what the
activity instructed.

Non-use(N) occurred when the input had virtually no effect on the learners,
neither in allowing them to strengthen what they already knew, nor in allowing them to
test hypotheses. Table 4 gives the specific criteria used to label non-use responses.
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Table 4
Descriptions of Non-use used for Think-Aloud Transcription Coding
The subjects indicated that they were simply guessing.
The subjects gave an incorrect response but were not lead to a correct conclusion
by the feedback.
The subjects got an answer correct after many attempts but did not indicate that
they understood why.
The subjects gave an explanation which indicated that they had not understood
the feedback, whether positive or negative.

Each individual question was coded into one of the categories described above.
There was one question which was left out of the coding because it was too ambiguous to
code. In the case of this question subjects seemed to be relying on what they already
knew to answer the question, and their assumptions about the input they had understood
were generally correct, however, the fact that they missed the importance of one word in
the question, usually led to confusion. When they got the question wrong, they were
generally confused about the feedback and when they got the question right it was
generally because they had guessed or misunderstood the input. Once each of the
responses was coded into one of these categories a frequency of input uses was calculated
for each activity. These frequencies were then compared across activity type using the
Chi square test to see if there were any significant relationships between the variations of
activity type and input processing. A higher instance of hypothesis testing and a lower of
instance of non-use were considered evidence of deeper processing.
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Recording Data on Program-use Behavior
Most of the measured quantities for program-use behavior were simply measured
by the LMS. The database collected the amount of time it took subjects to complete each
activity, their individual buttons clicks, their tries per question, their scores and their
responses. In order to run meaningful comparisons the following quantities were
calculated:
IMCQ-mean input manipulation clicks per question
RBCQ- mean resource button-clicks per question
IRBU-instance of resource button-use
Time in seconds-per-question
The IMCQ was calculated by adding up all of the button-clicks that allowed the
subjects to manipulate the language input they were receiving. Input manipulation clicks
represented use of audio and video controls as well as clicks on specific pop-up boxes
with text that were required for some activities. The total number of input manipulation
clicks was then divided by the number of questions in the activity to give the IMCQ. This
mean was only calculated for activities with multimedia input. Those activities that were
simply text or image based did not have an IMCQ. The RBCQ was calculated in the same
way, but with a total of resource button-clicks. Resource buttons lead to vocabulary lists
and web pages that provided information about the language. The IRBU was simply a
yes/no option, indicating whether or not the subjects used resources, and showed no
sensitivity to how many times resources had been used. If they had been used at all
during the course of an activity it was classified as “yes”, and if not as “no”. Time was
measure in seconds-per-question. Each time was converted from minutes to seconds and
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then divided by the number of questions in the activity to find this value. All of these
quantities were compared across activity type in the statistical analysis.
Recording Data to Connect Program-use Behavior and Input Processing
Other information about button-use was also measured in order to address the
question of what the relationship between program-use behavior and input processing
might be, button-use was tracked as well as recorded. A database which had recorded
each button-clicks was used in connection with the think-aloud transcripts to achieve this
tracking. The use of resource buttons as well as buttons which allowed the manipulation
of media was tracked. Button-clicks were highlighted in blue in the think-aloud
transcriptions so that they were easily visible. The think-aloud transcriptions were then
correlated to the database so that each click in the database was put into one of the
following categories:
Advance organizer
Don’t know
Check
Required for activity completion
Second time
Chunk watching or listening.
An explanation of these categories follows in Table 5.
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Table 5
Categories Used to Describe Subjects’ Motivation for Clicking Buttons
Advance organizer
The subject clicked on a resource at the beginning of an activity before starting
it, in order to prepare.
Don’t know
The subject did not know how to respond to the question and so returned to the
input, or went to a resource to try and find information.
Check
The subject had a specific idea or understanding, but wanted to check it.
Required for activity completion
The subject was required to click on something to complete the activity. The first
time he or she watched a video clip for example would fall into this category.
Second time
The subject listened to or read some input once and before being posed a
question, watched, listened to or read it again for better comprehension.
Chunk watching or listening
The subject completed the activity by listening to or watching the input little bits
at a time, rather than to the whole clip at once.

Percentages were calculated for each of these categories in order to give a better
explanation of the motivations behind each click and, consequently, their connection to
input processing.
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Data Analysis
Because this study is based mainly on qualitative data that has been sorted into
categories, Chi square tests were the most commonly used statistical measure. It should
be noted that the Chi square test is a nonparametric test, which suggests that certain
relationships may be significant, but that in general it is not seen as a sufficient proof of
causal relationships. All of the statistics in this study required a p value of .05 or lower to
be considered significant. If the p value for a Chi square test was lower than .05, the
residual values were calculated to identify significant differences. All statistics, including
Chi square tests, analysis of variance (ANOVA’s), Scheffé tests and t tests were prepared
using Microsoft Excel. Although data were subjected to statistical tests, this study was
largely qualitative and observations, and citations from the think-aloud protocols were
used, when possible, in the results section, in order to explain differences.
Data Analysis in Response to Question 1: Program-use Behavior
Times
The total time that was recorded for each activity was divided by the number of
questions per activity resulting in a number of seconds-per-question. These times were
then compared using either an ANOVA or a t test depending on how many groups were
being compared. Comparisons of more than three groups were done with ANOVA’s.
When these ANOVA’s returned a statistically significant difference, statistical
relationships between the groups were determined using the Scheffé post-hoc test.
Times were compared:
Between the think-aloud and the homework group (to address reactivity)
Across the characteristics of activity type
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According to the information collected in the language back ground questionnaire
Button-clicks
As was explained earlier button-clicks were used to calculate an input
manipulation clicks per question (IMCQ), resource button clicks per question (RBCQ),
and an instance of resource button use (IRBU). IMCQ and RBCQ were compared with t
tests and ANOVAs and were compared:
Across the characteristics of activity type
According to the information collected in the language back ground questionnaire
Between the Think-aloud and the Homework group (to address reactivity)
Only the activities which had capabilities for these kinds of clicks were compared. The
comparisons of IMCQ included the following activities: “Vrai ou Faux” (“True or
False”), “Trop?”(“Too much?”), “Vin?”(“Wine?”), “Comparisons” (“Comparisons”),
and “Interviews” (“Interviews”). The comparisons of RBCQ included the following
activities: “Commandez!”(“Order!”), “Associations”(“Associations”), “Boissons
préferées”(“Favorite dinks.”), “Achats” (“Purchases”), “Occupée” (“Busy”), “Vin?”,
“Comparisons”, and “Interviews”.
Only button-click data from the Homework group were used in the IRBU
comparisons. The IRBU were compared using the Chi square test:
Across the characteristics of activity type
According to the information collected in the language back ground
questionnaire.
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Data Analysis in Response to Question 2: Input processing
Reactivity
In order to address the question of reactivity, measured characteristics were
compared between the Homework group and the Think-aloud group. Times, button-clicks
(including IMCQ, RBCQ and IRBU), scores and tries per question were compared by
specific activity. In addition the mean number of sentences, as well as the mean number
of words per sentence were compared between the two groups for the activity entitled
“Comparisons”. Times, IMCQ, RBCQ, mean number of sentences for “Comparisons”,
and mean number of words per sentence for “Comparison” were compared using t tests.
IRBU were compared using the Chi square test.
Gass’ Possible Input Uses
Frequencies of hypothesis testing (HT), apparent non-use (AN) and non-use (N)
were recorded for each activity. These frequencies were then compared using a Chi
square test. Possible input uses were compared:
Across the characteristics of activity type
According to the information collected in the language background questionnaire
Data analysis in Response to Question 3:
Only data collected from the think-aloud group was used in the statistical analysis
linking program-use behavior and input processing.
Button Tracking
Button tracking was simply reported in a raw form. Percentages of the specific
uses of each individual button were prepared. No statistical analysis of this information
was performed.
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Connecting Program-use Behavior and Button-use
The think-aloud data was classified and compared according to the IMCQ. Three
divisions were used for the comparison: low, mid and high. Low IMCQ’s were below one,
mid IMCQ’s were between 1 and 10, and high IMCQ’s were anything over ten. Input
uses were then compared across these three categories using a Chi square test. Input uses
were also compared for IRBU, which included two groups, those that did use resource
buttons and those that did not. Gass’(2001) input uses were also compared by RBCQ, the
three categories for this comparison were: 0, low (less than .5), and high (more than .5).
Chi square residuals were calculated to find strong relationships. Time was also
compared to processing. Time was divided into the following four categories which were
grouped by seconds-per-question, low (0-30), mid-low (31-60), mid-high (61-90), and
high (over 90). These groups were also compared according to input uses using the Chi
square test. Chi squares residuals were once again calculated to find statistically
significant relationships.
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Chapter 4: Results
Introduction
CALL has been evaluated in many ways, mostly with respect to learner attitudes and
perceptions, as well as according to gains in learning outcome. The purpose of this study
was to evaluate a sample of CALL materials according to the mental processing they
provoke. By evaluating how learners learn language through the CALL medium, it may
be possible to have a clearer picture of what characteristics of activity type will be more
beneficial to language learners in the CALL setting. In order to specifically address the
need for this kind of knowledge, the present study addressed the three following
questions:
1. What is the effect of activity type on a learner’s program-use behavior as
measured by a record of button-use and time involved with the activity?
2. What is the effect of activity type on a learner’s input processing as measured by
a think-aloud protocol?
3. What is the relationship between program-use behavior and input processing?

In order to address the first research question, the following data were recorded and
compared across activity type using t tests and analysis of variance (ANOVA):
IMCQ (mean input manipulation clicks per question),
RBCQ- (mean resource button-clicks per question),
Time per question (measured in seconds).
The IMCQ values were based on the manipulation of language input. Subjects
were considered to be manipulating input they watched of listened to audio, and when
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they opened necessary pop-up windows containing text. In order to calculate the IMCQ,
all the button-clicks on audio and video controls and relevant pop-up windows were
added into one sum. This sum was then divided by the number of questions in the activity
to give the mean input manipulation clicks per question (IMCQ).
The RBCQ was calculated by taking all of the resource button-clicks in a given
activity and dividing this sum by the number of questions in the activity. Resource
buttons included links to grammar help, pop-up windows with explanations, and
vocabulary lists. Because the RBCQ were so low in general, and because some resources
could be used multiple times without a button having been clicked more than once, an
instance of resource of button use (IRBU) was used for data analysis as well. The IRBU
value merely indicated whether or not any resource buttons were clicked in a given
activity. It represented a simple, “yes, at least one resource button was clicked,” or “no,
no resource button was clicked”. IRBU values were compared across activity type with
the Chi square test to see if subjects were more likely to use a resource based for that
activity type. This number did not show sensitivity to the number of times resource
buttons were clicked.
In order to address the second research question, each of the questions in the
CALL materials that subjects answered as they completed their assigned activities was
categorized into one of the following categories that represented possible input uses
(based on the comments they made in the think-aloud protocol): hypothesis testing (HT),
apparent non-use (AN) and non-use (N). These categories were based on Gass’(2001)
model for language acquisition. Hypothesis testing, in general, indicated that the subjects
were testing out ideas they had about the language, either to understand the language
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better or in order to form a response. Apparent non-use indicated that the subjects were
relying on their established interlanguage system to respond; in essence they knew what
they were doing and were being faced with input that they easily understood and that they
knew how to respond to. Non-use indicated that the learner did not gain anything from
the question, neither in reinforcement nor in new knowledge. The input either was not
understood at all, or they were unable to come to any useful conclusion about it.
Instances of these input uses were seen as evidence of input processing, with hypothesis
testing being seen as evidence of the deepest processing, followed by apparent non-use,
and finally by non-use, which was seen as evidence of the shallowest processing. The
frequencies in these categories were then compared across activity type using the Chi
square test. Chi square residuals were also calculated to find which of the relationships
between the characteristics of activity type and input uses were statistically significant.
In order to address reactivity, or the extent to which mental processes were
changed by observation, the quantities collected to answer the first research question
were compared between the Think-aloud group, and the Homework group. The Thinkaloud group included 35 subjects who participated in the think-aloud protocols and who
were recorded as they thought out loud while completing a number of CALL activities.
The Homework group included 46 subjects who did the same activities as the Thinkaloud group on their own, without being observed. The information about reactivity was
used to address the question of whether or not the results of the study based on the thinkaloud protocols could be considered a valid representation of normal mental processing.
In order to better understand the relationship between input processing and
program-use behavior, a number of data were analyzed. The button-clicks recorded while
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the participants in the Think-aloud group completed the activities were tracked in the
think-aloud protocol transcriptions and were categorized according to the subjects’
motivation for clicking. These motivations were determined from the subjects’ comments
and were reported in percentages. Information on time per question, IMCQ, and RBCQ,
was also used to divide the activities into different groups among which input uses (HT,
AP, and N) could be compared. The Chi square was then used to compare the frequencies
of hypothesis testing, apparent non-use and non-use between these groups, in order to
determine whether or not there were relationships between certain behaviors and input
processing.
Results
All comparisons that included more than two groups were done using ANOVA
and then, if necessary analyzed with the Scheffé test to find the relationships that had
statistical differences. Comparisons of two groups were done using t tests. In the
following tables, N represents the number of activities with the indicated categorization
that were used in the comparison. N in the Chi square tables dealing with input uses
represents the number of questions that were coded with the input use in question. For all
comparisons which had a statistically significant difference means and standard
deviations are reported. A p value is also reported for t tests. For significant differences
found through ANOVA the F values found from the post-hoc Scheffé tests are be
reported. Source tables for all ANOVA can be found in Appendix D. The Chi square
tables report expected counts (Ei), observed counts (Oi) and residuals used to find
significant differences (Ri and Ri2). All significant differences are labeled throughout the
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tables with one asterisk indicating p < .05 and two asterisks indicating p <.01. This study
required a p value of less than .05 to indicate a statistically significant difference.
Activity Type and Program-use Behavior: Question 1
Button-clicks
Questionnaire. Once again, the IMCQ was based on input manipulation clicks per
question. Input manipulation clicks were clicks on audio and video controls. As can be
seen in Tables 6 and 7 (the means in Table 6 and the significant relationships in Table 7),
subjects with 1-2 years of experience studying French had statistically significant higher
IMCQ values than those who had no past experience with French. This means that they
registered more input manipulation button-clicks per question than students with less
experience.
Table 6
Mean Input Manipulations Clicks per Question (IMCQ) for Past French Experience
Groups

N

Mean IMCQ

SD

None

71

1.01

0.85

1-2 years in high school

67

2.45

4.11

3 or more years in high school

29

1.22

1.17
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Table 7
Scheffé Test of Difference for Mean Input Manipulation Clicks per Question (IMCQ)
between Past French Experience Groups
No Previous French

1- 2 Years

Experience

1-2 Years

*9.69

0.015

3 or More Years

4.2

Note. *p < .05
As shown in Table 8, subjects who had not studied only French and
their native language had a statistically significant higher IMCQ that those who had
studied a third language (p<.0001), demonstrating that they had more interaction with
audio and video input than students with more experience studying languages.
Table 8
Mean Input Manipulation Clicks (IMCQ) for Third Language Experience
Groups

N

Mean IMCQ

SD

Have studied other languages

167

1.62

2.78

Have not studied other language

83

2.17

3.72

Note. The two groups had a statistically significant difference with p<.0001.

Table 9 illustrates the fact that subjects who had not studied a third language had
a statistically significant higher mean RBCQ than those who had studied a third language.
This means that they clicked on resource buttons more frequently than subjects who had
more experience studying languages, suggesting that perhaps they needed to seek help
more often than subjects who had more experience studying languages.
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Table 9
Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RBCQ) for Third Language Experience
Groups

N

Mean RBCQ

SD

Have studied other languages

141

0.108

.25

Have not studied other languages

134

0.276

.18

Note. The two groups had a statistically significant difference with p<.0001.

Characteristics of activity type: IMCQ. Means of Response had three variations as
far as the activities in question were concerned: click, drag and type. Click activities
required the subjects to provide their response to questions by clicking on a button, drag
activities required subjects to provide their response to questions by dragging an icon to
the correct place on the screen (in order to match two things, fill in a blank, etc), and type
activities required the learners to provide their response to questions by typing an answer
in a text box. As can be seen in Tables 10 and 11, drag activities had a statistically higher
mean IMCQ than both click activities and type activities. While completing drag
activities, subjects clicked on more buttons that allowed them to manipulate input than
they did while doing either click or type activities.
Table 10
Mean Input Manipulation Clicks per Question (IMCQ) for Means of Response Groups
Groups

N

Mean IMCQ

SD

Drag

40

2.88

4.75

Click

83

1.33

1.70

Type

80

1.01

1.12
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Table 11
Scheffé Test of Difference for Mean Input Manipulation Clicks per Question (IMCQ)
between Past French Experience Groups

Drag
Click

Click

Type

*10.71

*15.48
0.71

Note. *p < .05
Activity had five variations: matching, fill-in-the-blank, T/F, structured-response
and personal-response. None of the fill-in-the-blank activities had input that the subjects
could manipulate with button-clicks, and so it was not included in the comparison of
IMCQ. Matching activities required subjects to match two associated things (words and
pictures, words and words, etc.). T/F activities required subjects to make a judgment
about the truth of a statement, generally based on information from a listening passage.
Structured-response activities required subjects to answer questions with sentences in
French. These responses were not generally more than a sentence and they were based on
specific structures. Personal-response activities required the learners to respond with
sentence level production with personal information as opposed to information given
them by the materials. As seen in Tables 12 and 13, matching activities had a statistically
higher IMCQ than T/F activities as well as personal-response activities, meaning that
subjects clicked on buttons allowing them to manipulate input more when they were
doing matching activities than when they were doing either T/F or personal-response
activities.
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Table 12
Mean Input Manipulation Clicks per Question (IMCQ) for Activity
Groups

N

Mean IMCQ

SD

Matching

40

2.883

7.75

T/F

83

1.331

1.7

Structured-response

41

0.920

.87

Personal-response

39

1.095

1.33

Table 13
Scheffé Test of Difference for Mean Input Manipulation Clicks per Question (IMCQ)
between Activity Groups

Matching
T/F
Structured-response

T/F

Structured-response

Personal-response

*10.66

*12.79

6.93

0.76

0.24
0.1

Note. *p < .05
Feedback type 1 had two variations (feedback and no-feedback). No-feedback
activities did not offer computer feedback to the subjects’ responses; the program simply
recorded their answers. Feedback activities did offer computer feedback, telling the
subjects if their response was correct or incorrect. As can be seen from Table 14,
activities that provided feedback had a statistically higher IMCQ than activities which did
not, meaning that subjects clicked more buttons to manipulate input while doing activities
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which did provide feedback than they did while doing activities which didn’t provide
feedback.
Table 14
Mean Input Manipulation Clicks (IMCQ) for Feedback Type 1
Groups

N

Mean IMCQ

SD

Feedback

123

1.836

3.11

No-Feedback

80

1.006

1.12

Note. The two groups had a statistically significant difference with p<.05.
Feedback type 2 categorized activities that did provide feedback and had two
variations: information and no-information. Information activities responded to incorrect
responses with some kind of information, either about what might have been wrong with
the response given or about what the correct response should have been. No-information
activities did not provide any information other than letting the subject know that the
response was correct or incorrect. The results reported in Table 15 show that activities
that did not provide information with the feedback about the correct response had a
statistically higher IMCQ than those that did provide such information, meaning, once
again, that subjects were clicking on more buttons that allowed them to manipulate input
in activities which did not provide information about the correct response.
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Table 15
Mean Input Manipulation Clicks per Question (IMCQ) for Feedback Type 2
Groups

N

Mean IMCQ

SD

Information

83

1.331

1.70

No-information

40

2.882

4.75

Note. The two groups had a statistically significant difference with p<.05.
Media had five variations: text, text-and-image, text-and-audio, text-and-video,
and text-video-and-image. Text and text-and-image activities did not have input
manipulation options. Consequently, only the other three variations of media were part of
the comparison of IMCQ. The variations indicate what form of media was included in
the activity. As seen in Tables 16 and 17, text-video-and-image activities had a
statistically higher IMCQ than text-and-audio activities. Text-video-and-image activities
also had a statistically higher IMCQ than text-and-video activities, meaning that subjects
used more audio and video controls in text-video-and-image activities.
Table 16
Mean Input Manipulation Clicks per Question (IMCQ) for Media
Groups

N

Mean IMCQ

SD

Text-and-audio

84

0.84

.08

Text-and-video

79

1.52

1.89

Text-video-and-image

40

2.88

4.75
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Table 17
Scheffé Test of Difference for Mean Input Manipulation Clicks per Question (IMCQ)
between Means of Response Groups

Text-and-audio

Text-and-video

Text-video-and-audio

3.13

*18.82

Text-and-video

*8.21

Note. The two groups had a statistically significant difference with p<.05
Characteristics of activity type. RBCQ. Once again, the RBCQ indicated how
many resource buttons were clicked per question. Resource buttons provided information
about grammar and vocabulary. As Tables 18 and 19 indicate type activities had a
statistically higher mean RBCQ than both click activities and drag activities. Click
activities also had a statistically higher mean RBCQ than drag activities. Subjects clicked
on resource buttons more when doing type activities than when doing click or drag
activities. They also clicked on resource buttons more when doing click activities than
when doing drag activities.
Table 18
Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RBCQ) for Means of Response
Groups

N

Mean RBCQ

SD

Click

82

0.10

.15

Drag

127

0.02

.05

Type

123

0.18

.23
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Table 19
Scheffé Test of Difference for Resource Button Clicks per Question (RBCQ) between
Means of Response Groups

Click

Drag

Type

*8.03

*7.7

Drag

*39.7

Note. The two groups had a statistically significant difference with *p < .05
Fill-in-the-blank activities were included in this comparison, as well as the
variations of activity described in the proceeding sections. Fill-in-the-blank activities
required the subjects to complete a sentence by filling in a missing word. As seen in
Tables 20 and 21, personal-response activities had a statistically higher mean RBCQ than
all of the other variations of activity. In addition, T/F activities had a statistically higher
mean RBCQ than matching activities. Subjects clicked on more resource buttons while
doing personal-response activities than while doing any other kind of activity; they also
clicked them more when doing T/F activities than when doing matching activities.
Table 20
Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RBCQ) for Activity
Groups

N

Mean RBCQ

SD

Fill-in-the-blank

126

0.044

0.11

Matching

84

0.025

0.05

T/F

40

0.129

0.14

Structured-response

43

0.047

0.12

Personal-response

39

0.444

0.38
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Table 21
Scheffé Test of Difference for Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RBCQ)
between Activity Groups

Fill-in-the-blank

Matching T/F

Structured-Response

Personal-response

0.63

0.01

*177.79

*10.89 0.47

*173.85

Matching
T/F

8.29

5.29

*72.85

Structured-response

*120.35

Note. *p < .05

As indicated by Table 22, no-feedback activities had a statistically higher mean
RBCQ than feedback activities. Subjects clicked on resource buttons more when there
was no feedback provided.
Table 22
Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RBCQ) for Feedback Type 1
Groups

N

Mean RBCQ

SD

Feedback

250

0.05

0.11

No feedback

82

0.24

0.34

Note. The two groups had a statistically significant difference with p<.001
Feedback type 3 was not described in the proceeding section since there were no
statistically significant differences between variations for IMCQ. Feedback type 3
grouped activities according to whether or not the learner could redo the question after
having given an incorrect response. It had three variations: indefinite-redo, limited-redo,
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and no-redo. Indefinite-redo questions required the learner to keep redoing the question
until they got it right. Limited-redo questions gave the learners three chances to get the
right answer. No-redo questions did not allow the learner to redo a question. As seen in
Tables 23 and 24, no-redo activities had a statistically higher mean RBCQ than
indefinite-redo activities. No-redo activities also had a statistically higher RBCQ than
limited-redo activities. Subjects clicked on more resource buttons when they could not
redo a question than when they could. In addition limited-redo activities had a
statistically higher RBCQ than indefinite-redo activities. Subjects also clicked on
resource buttons more when their opportunity to redo a question was limited.
Table 23
Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RBCQ) for Feedback Type 3
Groups

N

Mean RBCQ

SD

Indefinite-redo

127

0.02

0.05

Limited-redo

83

0.06

0.12

No Redo

40

0.13

0.14

Table 24
Scheffé Test of Difference for Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RBCQ)
between Activity Groups

Indefinite-redo
Limited-redo

Limited-redo

No-redo

*8.12

*40.54
*15.27

Note. The two groups had a statistically significant difference with *p < .05.
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Meaningfulness had three variations based on whether or not the subjects needed
to understand the meaning and structure of the language input in order to complete the
activity correctly. These variations were: semantic, structural, and structural-semantic.
Semantic activities simply required that meaning be understood. Structural activities only
required that learners understand the structure of the language. Structural-semantic
activities required learners to understand both meaning and structure in order to respond
correctly. As can be seen in Tables 25 and 26, structural-semantic activities had a
statistically higher mean RBCQ than semantic activities. Subjects made more use of
resources when they were required to understand both meaning and structure.
Table 25
Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RBCQ) for Meaningfulness
Groups

N

Mean RBCQ

SD

Semantic

124

0.059

.10

Structural

41

0.058

.12

Structural-semantic

167

0.131

.27

Table 26
Scheffé Test of Difference for Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RBCQ)
between Meaningfulness Groups

Semantic
Structural

Structural

Structural-Semantic

0.0007

*8.96
4.25

Note. The two groups had a statistically significant difference with *p < .05.
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Text-and-video activities had a statistically higher mean RBCQ than all other
variations of media, (except text-and-audio, which was not part of this comparison) as
seen in Table 27. Subjects clicked on more resource buttons while dealing with video and
text, than with any other combination of media.
Table 27
Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RBCQ) for Media
Groups

N

Mean RBCQ

SD

Text

126

0.04

0.10

Text-and-image

87

0.03

0.09

Text-and-video

79

0.28

0.32

Text-video-and-image

40

0.05

0.06

Table 28
Scheffé Test of Difference for Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RBCQ)
between Media Groups

Text
Text-and-image
Text-and-video

Text-and-image

Text-and-video

Text-video-and-image

0.27

*91.58

0.03

*86.51

0.29
*47.93

Note. *p < .05
Characteristics of activity type: IRBU. Once again, the instance of resource
button-use (IRBU), which simply indicated whether or not at least one resource button
was clicked in a given activity, was compared across activity type using Chi square tests.
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Where statistical differences were found, the Chi square residuals were calculated to find
significant relationships. Significant relationships are indicated in the tables of this
section with an asterisk next to the relevant Chi square residual.
As can be seen in Table 29, drag activities had a lower than expected IRBU. Click
and type activities had a higher than expected IRBU. While doing drag activities subjects
clicked on resource buttons less than was expected in comparison with click and type
activities.
Table 29
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Instance of Resource Button Use
(IRBU) by Means of Response
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Click/Yes

37

26.43

2.06

**4.23

Click/No

45

55.57

-1.42

*2.01

Drag/Yes

19

40.93

-3.43

**11.75

Drag/No

108

86.07

2.36

**5.59

Type/Yes

51

39.64

1.8

**3.26

Type/No

72

83.36

-1.24

1.55

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
As indicated in Table 30, personal-response activities had a higher than expected
IRBU. This relationship is emphasized by the fact that a lack of resource button-use in
personal-response activities, which was lower than expected, was also a significant
relationship. T/F activities had a higher than expected IRBU. Fill-in-the-blank activities
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and matching activities had lower than expected IRBU. Subjects were less likely to
simply work without resources while doing personal-response, and T/F activities.
Table 30
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Instance of Resource Button Use
(IRBU) by Activity
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Fill-in-the-blank/Yes

24

40.23

-2.56

**6.55

Fill-in-the-blank/No

102

85.77

1.75

**3.07

Matching/Yes

18

26.82

-1.7

**2.9

Matching/No

66

57.18

1.17

1.36

T/F/Yes

42

12.77

3.14

**9.87

T/F/No

16

27.23

-2.15

**4.63

Structured Response/Yes

9

13.73

-1.28

1.63

Structured Response/No

34

29.27

0.87

0.76

Personal Response/Yes

31

12.45

5.26

**27.63

Personal Response/No

8

26.55

-3.6

**12.96

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
No- feedback activities had a higher than expected IRBU as well as a lower than
expected lack of resource use. Feedback activities had a lower than expected IRBU.
Subjects were more likely to click on resource buttons while doing activities that did not
provide feedback than they were while doing activities that did.
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Table 31
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Instance of Resource Button Use
(IRBU) by Feedback Type 1
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Feeback/Yes

66

79.82

-1.54

*2.39

Feedback/No

184

170.18

1.06

1.12

No-Feedback/Yes

40

26.18

2.7

**7.29

No-Feedback/No

42

55.82

-1.85

**3.42

Note.*p < .05 **p < .01
As seen in Table 32, information activities had a higher than expected IRBU, and
no-information activities had a lower than expected IRBU. Subjects were more likely to
click on resource buttons when doing information activities than when doing noinformation activities.
Table 32
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Instance of Resource Button
Use (IRBU) by Feedback Type 2
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Information/Yes

34

21.38

2.73

**7.44

Information/No

46

59.62

-1.63

**2.67

No-Information/Yes

32

44.62

-1.89

**3.57

No-Information/No

137

124.38

1.13

1.28

Note.*p < .05 **p < .01
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As seen in Table 33, no-redo question had a higher than expected IRBU, while
indefinite-redo questions had a lower than expected IRBU. Subjects clicked on resource
buttons more often when they could not redo questions in an activity.
Table 33
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Instance of Resource
Button Use (IRBU) by Feedback Type 3
Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Indefinite-Redo/Yes 19

32

-2.3

**5.28

Indefinite-Redo/No

108

94.1

1.33

1.78

Limited-Redo/Yes

20

20.92

-0.2

0.04

Limited-Redo/No

63

62.08

0.12

0.01

No-Redo/Yes

24

10.08

4.38

**19.22

No-Redo/No

16

29.92

-2.54

**6.48

Relationship

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
As seen in Table 34, structural-semantic activities had a higher than expected
IRBU, whereas semantic activities had a lower than expected IRBU. Subjects used more
resources while doing structural-semantic activities than while doing semantic activities.
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Table 34
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Instance of Resource Button Use
(IRBU) by Meaningfulness
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Semantic/Yes

52

63.87

-1.48

*2.21

Semantic/No

72

60.13

1.53

**2.34

Structural/Yes

19

21.12

-0.46

0.21

Strcutural/No

22

19.88

0.47

0.23

Strcutural-Semantic/Yes

100

86.02

1.51

*2.27

Structural-Semantic/No

67

80.99

-1.55

**2.42

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
As seen in Table 35, text and text-and-image activities had a lower than expected
IRBU, while text-and-video activities had a higher than expected IRBU and a lower than
expected lack thereof. Subjects made more use of resources while dealing with video than
while dealing with static input.
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Table 35
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Instance of Resource Button Use
(IRBU) by Media
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Text/Yes

21

39.09

-2.89

**8.37

Text/No

105

86.91

1.94

**3.77

Text-and-image/Yes

11

26.99

-3.08

**9.47

Text-and-image/No

76

60.01

2.06

**4.26

Text-and-video/Yes

55

24.51

6.16

**37.93

Text-and-video/No

24

54.49

-4.13

**17.06

Text-video-and-image/Yes 16

12.41

1.02

1.04

Text-video-and-image/No

27.59

-0.68

0.47

24

Note.*p < .05 **p < .01
Times
Times were compared in the form of seconds-per-question. One of the activities,
“Comparisons” (“Comparisons”), was found to be an outlier and was therefore excluded
from the statistical comparisons on time. The activity in question, “Comparisons”, had
the subjects write an e-mail message. Since the idea of “question” was applied to the
whole activity and to one final product that was much larger than the other individual
questions that were found in other activities, it obviously had a significantly higher mean
seconds-per-question than the other activities. This was obvious at first glance and was
also established through a statistical comparison of the activities. The activity
“Comparisons” was included in the statistical comparison of activity, since it alone
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represented personal-response activities. Because there was not a statistically significant
difference in mean seconds-per-question between the Think-aloud and the Homework
groups as far as times were concerned, data from both groups were used in the
comparison of times.
Questionnaire. There were no statistical differences between times in seconds per
question when compared by the information found in the language background
questionnaire.
Compared by activity type. As shown in Tables 36 and 37, type activities had a
statistically higher mean seconds-per-question than drag activities. It took subjects longer
to do type activities than drag activities.
Table 36
Mean Seconds-per-question for Means of Response Groups (without “Comparisons”)
Groups

N

Mean SQ

SD

Click

167

37.06

65.87

Drag

162

33.27

43.64

Type

168

48.48

33.81

Note. SQ=Seconds-per-question
Table 37
Scheffé Test of Difference for Seconds-per-question between Means of Response Groups
Click
Click
Drag
Note. *p < .05

Drag
0.48

Type
4.44
*7.86
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As seen in Tables 38 and 39, Personal-response activities (represented by the
activity “Comparisons”) had a statistically higher mean seconds-per-question than all
other variations of activity. In addition structured-response activities had a statistically
higher mean seconds-per-question than fill-in-the-blank activities. Personal-response
activities required that the subjects spend more time per question than other activities,
while fill-in-the-blank activities took the least amount of time.
Table 38
Mean Seconds-per-question for Activity (with “Comparisons”)
Groups

N

Mean SQ

SD

Fill-in-the-blank

149

23.022

10.77

Matching

119

36.012

49.94

Personal-response

56

303.422

209.80

Structured-response

117

60.467

79.36

T/F

112

44.035

33.80

Note. SQ=Seconds-per-question
Table 39
Scheffé Test of Difference for Seconds-per-question between Means of Response Groups

Fill-in-the-Blank
Matching
Personal-response
Structured-Response
Note. p < .05

Matching

Personal-response Structured-Response

T/F

0.01

3.56

*14.13

4.34

*418.71

5.43

0.57

*343.75

*386.23
2.38
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As seen in Table 40, no-feedback activities took statistically longer than feedback
activities (p < .0001).
Table 40
Mean Seconds-per-question for Feedback Type 1
Groups

N

Mean SQ

SD

Feedback

380

33.314

52.38

No-feedback

143

69.175

33.80

Note. SQ=Seconds-per-question
The two groups had a statistically significant difference with p<.0001.

As illustrated in Tables 41 and 42, no-redo activities took subjects statistically
longer to complete than limited-redo activities. When subjects were not able to redo a
question it took them longer to complete each question than when they had three chances
to get it right.
Table 41
Mean Seconds-per-question for Feedback Type 3
Groups

N

Mean SQ

SD

Indefinite-redo

162

33.319

43.64

Limited-redo

106

21.990

8.57

No Redo

112

44.027

79.36

Note. SQ=Seconds-per-question
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Table 42
Scheffé Test of Difference for Seconds-per-question between Feedback Type 3 Groups

Indefinite Redo

Limited Redo

No Redo

3.06

2.86

Limited Redo

*9.89

Note. *p<.05
As seen in Tables 43 and 44 semantic activities had a statistically higher mean
seconds-per-question than structural activities. Structural-semantic activities also had a
statistically higher mean seconds-per-question than structural activities. Activities which
required subjects to understand both form and meaning took them longer than other
activities.
Table 43
Mean Seconds-per-question for Meaningfulness Groups
Groups

N

Mean SQ

SD

Semantic

231

39.90

65.84

Structural

51

20.98

7.73

Structural-Semantic

215

43.88

31.84

Note. SQ=Seconds-per-question
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Table 44
Scheffé Test of Difference for Seconds-per-question between Means of Response Groups

Semantic

Structural

Structural-Semantic

*6.07

0.72

Structural

*8.78

Note. *p < .05

As seen in Tables 45 and 46, text-video-and-image activities had a statistically
higher mean seconds-per-question than text activities as well as text-and-image activities.
Text-and-video activities had a statistically higher mean seconds-per-question than text
activities as well as text-and-image activities. Text-and-audio activities had a statistically
higher mean seconds-per-question than text activities as well as text-and-image activities.
Activities which included audio and video took subjects longer than activities which
simply had text and still images.
Table 45
Mean Seconds-per-question for Media (without “Comparisons”)
Groups

N

Mean SQ

SD

Text

149

23.022

10.77

Text-and-audio

112

53.426

32.79

Text-and-image

115

28.910

30.47

Text-and-video

57

57.296

108.07

Text-video-and-image

64

58.089

59.88

Note. SQ=Seconds-per-question
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Table 46
Scheffé Test of Difference for Seconds-per-question between Means of Response Groups
Text-and-

Text
Text-and-audio

Text-and-

Text-video-and-

audio

Text-and-image video

image

*25.89

0.99

*21.21

*24.11

*14.94

0.25

0.39

*13.45

*15.33

Text-and-image
Text-and-video

0.01

Note. *p < .05
Activity Type and Learner Input Processing: Question 2
Reactivity
Times. Based on an analysis of the seconds-per-question between the Think-aloud
group and the Homework group the two groups were statistically equivalent with respect
to time spent on the various activities.
Button-use. The only statistical differences between groups with respect to buttonuse was with the instance of resource button-use (IRBU) and showed that for three of the
activities the Think-aloud group was more likely to click on a resource button.
“Commandez!” (“Order!”) was a vocabulary-based activity which asked subjects to fill in
the blanks of a dialogue of some people ordering food at a restaurant. It did not seem to
be challenging to most subjects. The instructions did suggest that the user should click on
the resource buttons to review some vocabulary. As can be seen in Table 47, subjects in
the Think-aloud group clicked on resource buttons more than was expected and those in
the Homework clicked on resource buttons less than was expected.
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Table 47
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Instance of Resource
Button Use (IRBU) between Think-aloud and Homework Groups for the activity
“Commandez!”
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Think-aloud/Yes

9

2.63

3.93

**15.41

Think-aloud/No

6

12.37

-2.35

**3.28

Homework/Yes

1

7.37

-1.81

**5.5

Homework/No

41

34.63

1.08

1.17

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
“Associations” (“Associations”) was also a vocabulary activity, which asked
subjects to match a picture of food with the store it would be bought at. Store types were
in French. Once again it seemed fairly easy for the students, but the instructions did
suggest that students click on a resource button. As seen in Table 48, subjects in the
Think-aloud group clicked on resource buttons more than was expected. In addition,
subjects in the Homework group clicked on resource buttons less than was expected.
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Table 48
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Instance of Resource
Button Use (IRBU) between Think-aloud and Homework Groups for the activity
“Associations”
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Think-aloud/Yes

7

3.38

1.97

**3.89

Think-aloud/No

20

23.63

-0.75

0.57

Homework/Yes

2

5.63

-1.53

**2.34

Homework/No

43

39.38

0.58

0.33

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
“Boissons Préférées”(“Favorite Drinks”) was an activity that had subjects fill in
the blanks of a paragraph about what people like to drink with correct forms of the verb
“boire” (to drink). Subjects had three chances to get the right conjugation before the
program gave it to them. Once again, the instructions encouraged learners to consult
resources, but the activity itself did not seem very challenging to the subjects. As
indicated by Table 49, subjects in the Think-aloud group clicked on resources more than
was expected, while subjects in the Homework group clicked on resources less than was
expected.
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Table 49
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Instance of Resource Button
Use (IRBU) between Think-aloud and Homework Groups for the activity “Boissons
Préférées”
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Think-aloud/Yes

17

10.96

1.83

**3.33

Think-aloud/No

11

17.04

-1.46

*2.14

Homework/Yes

10

16.04

-1.51

*2.28

Homework/No

31

24.96

1.21

1.46

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
Scores. The activities that had scores and could be part of these comparisons
were: “Vrai ou Faux” (“True or False”), “Vin?” (“Wine?”), “Occupée” (“Busy”),
“Comparisons” (“Comparisons”), and “Trop” (“Too much?”). The only statistically
significant difference present in these analyses was between the scores for the activity
“Occupée”, which asked the subjects to write sentences in the passé composé (a past
tense) saying what a girl had or had not done on the weekend based on a series of images.
As seen in Table 50, the Homework group had a statistically higher mean score for this
activity than the Think-aloud group.
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Table 50
Comparison of Mean Scores from “Occupée” between Homework and Think-aloud
Groups
Groups

N

Mean Score

SD

Think-aloud

26

0.563

0.28

Homework

46

0.734

0.21

Note. The two groups had a statistically significant difference with p < .01.
Tries per question. Subjects’ mean tries per question were compared for the
following activities: “Commandez!”, “Associations”, “Boissons préferées”, “Achats”
(“Purchases”) and “Interviews” (“Interviews”). The Homework group and the Thinkaloud group had statistically equivalent mean tries per question for all of the activities
listed above.
Mean sentence length and number of sentences for the activity “Comparisons.”
The Homework group and the Think-aloud group had statistically equivalent mean
number of words per sentence, as well as mean number of sentences written for the
activity “Comparison.”
Results of Comparisons of Input Uses
By questionnaire information. As seen in Table 51 subjects who reported an A
grade in French 101 had a higher than expected instance of apparent non-use (AN) and a
lower than expected instance of non-use (N). Subjects who reported a C or D grade in
French 101 had a higher than expected instance of non-use (N). Subjects who reported an
A were more able to rely on their interlanguage system than those who had a C or D.
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Subjects who reported a C or D were comprehending less of the input than the other
subjects.
Table 51
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Input Uses by French 101 Grades
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

A/AN

396

367.28

1.5

*2.24

A/N

65

80.86

-1.76

**3.11

A/HT

93

105.86

-1.25

1.56

B/AN

624

637.1

-0.52

0.27

B/N

147

140.26

0.57

0.32

B/HT

190

183.64

0.47

0.22

C,D/AN

111

126.62

-1.39

1.93

C,D/N

37

27.88

1.73

*2.99

C,D/HT

43

36.5

1.08

1.16

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
As seen in table 36, subjects whose native language was not English had a higher
than expected instance of apparent non-use (AN) and a lower than expected instance of
non-use (N) and hypothesis testing (HT). Subjects whose native language was not
English seem to have been proficient in French to the point that their processing was not
deep because it did not have to be. They were dealing with language input that did not
challenge them, and, consequently, they did not need to test hypotheses, nor was input
going uncomprehended. It is important to note that there were only two non-native
English speakers in the study and they were both very experienced in studying languages.
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While native language was a significant factor in this study, it is probably not a
generalizable finding.
Table 52
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Input Uses by Native Language
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

English/AN

1069

1084.48

0.47

0.22

English/N

223

214.44

-0.58

0.34

English/HT

347

340.08

-0.38

0.14

Not English/AN

79

63.52

-1.94

**3.77

Not English/N

4

12.56

2.42

**5.83

Not English/HT

13

19.92

1.55

*2.4

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
By activity type. As can be seen in Table 53, click activities had a higher than
expected instance of non-use (N) as well as a lower than expected instance of hypothesis
testing (HT). Type activities had a lower than expected instance of non-use as well as a
higher than expected instance of hypothesis testing. Drag activities also had a lower than
expected instance of hypothesis testing, although the relationship was not as strong and
those discussed above. Thus, type activities showed evidence of provoking the deepest
processing, followed by drag activities with click activities showing evidence of
provoking the shallowest processing of the three.
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Table 53
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Input Uses by Means of Response
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Click/AN

369

382.45

-0.69

0.47

Click/N

148

75.62

8.32

**69.27

Click/HT

61

119.93

-5.38

8*28.96

Drag/AN

410

388.4

1.1

1.2

Drag/N

71

76.8

-0.66

0.44

Drag/HT

106

121.8

-1.43

*2.05

Type/AN

369

377.15

-0.42

0.18

Type/N

8

74.58

-7.71

**59.44

Type/HT

193

118.27

6.88

**47.22

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
As can be seen in Table 54, personal-response activities had a higher than
expected instance of hypothesis testing as well as a lower than expected instance of
apparent non-use (AN). T/F activities had a higher than expected instance of non-use as
well as a lower than expected instance of hypothesis testing. Structured-response
activities had a higher than expected instance of hypothesis testing as well as a lower than
expected instance of non-use. Matching activities also had a lower than expected instance
of hypothesis testing. Personal-response and structured-response activities show
evidence of provoking deep processing, whereas T/F activities show evidence of
provoking shallow processing. Personal-response activities also seem to push subjects to
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develop their interlanguage systems by not allowing them to simply rely on what they
already know.
Table 54
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Input Uses by Activity
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Fill-in-the-blank/AN

354

341.42

0.68

0.46

Fill-in-the-blank//N

58

67.51

-1.16

1.33

Fill-in-the-blank//HT

104

107.06

-0.3

0.09

Matching/AN

359

343.41

0.84

0.71

Matching/N

68

67.9

0.01

0.0001

Matching/HT

92

107.69

-1.51

*2.29

T/F/AN

232

234.23

-0.15

0.02

T/F/N

100

46.32

7.89

**62.23

T/F/HT

22

73.45

-6

**36.04

Structured-response/AN

201

211.73

-0.74

0.54

Structured-response /N

1

41.87

-6.32

**39.89

Structured-response /HT

118

66.4

6.33

**40.1

Personal-response/AN

2

17.2

-3.67

**13.44

Personal-response/N

0

3.4

-1.84

**3.4

Personal-response/HT

24

5.4

8.01

**64.16

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
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As seen in Table 55, no-feedback activities had a higher than expected instance of
hypothesis testing and a lower than expected instance of non-use, as well as a lower then
expected instance of apparent non-use. Feedback activities had a lower than expected
instance of hypothesis testing and a higher than expected instance of non-use. Nofeedback activities showed evidence of provoking deep processing, whereas feedback
activities showed evidence of provoking shallow processing.
Table 55
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Input Uses by Feedback Type 1
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Feedback/AN

945

919.06

0.86

0.73

Feedback/N

226

181.73

3.28

**10.78

Feedback/HT

218

288.2

-4.14

**17.1

No-feedback/AN

203

228.94

-1.71

**2.94

No-feedback/N

1

45.27

-6.58

**43.29

No-feedback/HT

142

71.79

8.29

**68.66

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
As seen in Table 56, information activities had a lower than expected instance of
hypothesis testing. No-information activities had a higher than expected instance of
hypothesis testing. Information activities seem to provoke shallower processing than noinformation activities.
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Table 56
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Input Uses by Feedback Type 2
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Information/AN

398

393.24

0.24

0.06

Information/N

107

94.05

1.34

1.79

Information/HT

73

90.72

-1.86

**3.46

No-information/AN

547

551.76

-0.2

0.04

No-information/N

119

131.96

-1.13

1.27

No-information/HT

145

127.28

1.57

**2.47

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
As recorded in Table 57, no-redo activities had a higher than expected instance of
non-use and lower than expected instance of hypothesis testing, suggesting that they were
provoking shallow processing. Both indefinite-redo activities and limited-redo activities
had a lower than expected instance of non-use and a higher than expected instance of
hypothesis testing, suggesting that they were provoking deeper processing.
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Table 57
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Input Uses by Feedback
Type 3
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Indefinite-redo/AN

410

399.37

0.53

0.28

Indefinite-redo/N

71

95.51

-2.51

**6.29

Indefinite-redo/HT

106

92.13

1.45

*2.09

Limited-redo/AN

303

304.8

-0.1

0.01

Limited-redo/N

55

72.89

-2.1

**4.39

Limited-redo/HT

90

70.31

2.35

**5.51

No-Redo/AN

232

240.84

-0.57

0.33

No-Redo/N

100

57.6

5.59

**31.22

No-Redo/HT

22

55.56

-4.5

**20.28

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
As seen in Table 58, structural-semantic activities had a higher than expected
instance of hypothesis testing as well as a lower than expected instance of non-use.
Semantic activities had a higher than expected instance of non-use as well as a lower than
expected instance of hypothesis testing. Structural activities had a lower than expected
instance of non-use and a higher than expected instance of apparent non-use. Structural
semantic activities show evidence of provoking deep processing. Semantic activities
show some evidence of provoking shallow processing. Structural activities, although they
do not necessarily show evidence of provoking deep processing do show evidence that
input, in general, is at least being comprehended.
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Table 58
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Input Uses by Meaningfulness
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Semantic/AN

591

577.64

0.56

0.31

Semantic/N

168

114.22

5.03

**25.32

Semantic/HT

114

181.14

-4.99

**24.89

Structural/AN

166

148.21

1.46

*2.13

Structural/N

7

29.31

-4.12

**16.98

Structural/HT

51

46.48

0.66

0.44

Structural-semantic/AN

391

422.15

-1.52

*2.3

Structural-semantic/N

52

83.47

-3.44

**11.87

Structural-semantic/HT

195

132.38

5.44

**29.62

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
As indicated in Table 59, text-and-image activities had a lower than expected
instance of non-use as well as a higher than expected instance of hypothesis testing and
apparent non-use. Text-video-and-image activities had a higher than expected instance of
non-use and a lower than expected instance of hypothesis testing. Text-and-audio
activities had a higher than expected instance of non-use and a lower than expected
instance of apparent non-use. Text-and-video activities had a higher than expected
instance of non-use. Although video and audio activities show some evidence of shallow
processing, one should note that hypothesis testing and apparent non-use did take place
in these activities and that the strongest relationships exist with regard to non-use. One
would expect there to be more non-use in the case of listening activities.
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Table 59
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Input Uses by Media
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Text/AN

354

341.42

0.68

0.46

Text/N

58

67.51

-1.16

1.34

Text/HT

104

107.07

-0.3

0.08

Text-and-audio/AN

194

217.03

-1.56

**2.44

Text-and-audio/N

64

42.91

3.22

**10.36

Text-and-audio/HT

70

68.06

0.24

0.05

Text-and-image/AN

335

298.41

2.12

**4.49

Text-and-image/N

5

59.01

-7.03

**49.43

Text-and-image/HT

111

93.58

1.8

**3.24

Text-and-video/AN

98

108.51

-1.01

1.02

Text-and-video/N

36

21.46

3.14

**9.86

Text-and-video/HT

30

34.03

-0.69

0.48

Text-video-and-image/AN

167

182.62

-1.16

1.34

Text-video-and-image/N

64

36.11

4.64

**21.54

Text-video-and-image/HT

45

57.27

-1.62

**2.63

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
There seemed to be a trend that suggested that some of the comparisons may have
been affected not only by the characteristic of activity type in question but also by
whether or not the activity in question required more language production than a simple
word and phrase. Consequently, the activities were divided into two groups: the
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production group included all activities which required that at least a sentence be written,
and the non-production group included all of the activities which required that no more
than a word be produced. Input uses for these two groups were compared using a Chi
square test. As seen in Table 60, production activities had a higher than expected instance
of hypothesis testing and a lower than expected instance of non-use and apparent nonuse. Non-production activities had a lower than expected instance of hypothesis testing
and a higher than expected instance of non-use. Production activities showed evidence of
deep processing in comparison to non-production activities, which showed evidence of
shallow processing. Production activities seem to more effectively provoke the kind of
processing that leads to acquisition.
Table 60
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Input Uses by Production vs. NonProduction Activities
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Production/AN

203

228.94

-1.71

*2.94

Production/N

1

45.27

-6.58

**43.29

Production/HT

142

71.79

8.29

**68.66

Non-production/AN

945

919.06

0.86

0.73

Non-production/N

226

181.73

3.28

**10.78

Non-production/HT

218

288.21

-4.14

**17.1

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
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The Relationship between Program-use Behavior and Input Processing: Question 3
It is important to remember that some of the information in this section is simply
descriptive data that has not been subjected to statistical analysis. In order to answer the
question of what relationship might exist between button-use and actual processing a
number of button-clicks that were tracked in the think-aloud protocols were categorized
according to the subjects’ motives for clicking. IMCQs were used to divide activities into
groups. Input uses were then compared across these groups. RCBQs were also used to
divide the activities into groups across which input uses were compared.
Button-use Tracking
The button-clicks recorded from the think-aloud protocols were categorized
according to the statements subjects made about why they clicked. It is important to
realize that certain buttons were clicked a number of times for the sake of one action. For
example the fast forward and rewind buttons moved the video forward and backward in
chunks rather than continuously. In most cases it was necessary for the subjects to click
on a fast-forward or rewind button a number of times in order to get to the spot they
wanted. Because of this, in some of the categories, there are a number of clicks to
represent only one action.
Table 61 lists the different buttons clicked and the percentage of the total clicks
that fell into each of the defined categories. Most cultural notes buttons as well as the
www link buttons were considered resource buttons. The rest were considered input
manipulation buttons. Although the study had intended to track all button-clicks during
the administration of each of the 35 think-aloud protocols, certain features of the database
collection were not working during the pilot study in November of 2007, namely the
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audio player clicks were not being recorded. As a result the button-clicks associated with
the use of audio control buttons, which are reported here, were only collected for the
Think-aloud group from March of 2007. As can be seen in Table 45, the largest percent
of button-clicks in most categories was the result of subjects not knowing an answer and
needing help. A large percent of the fast-forward clicks were a result of subjects who
watched only a portion of the input at a time, as opposed to watching the whole thing
(CH). Some resources were used by subjects to prepare them for the activity and some
were used to check their hypotheses.
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Table 61
Subjects’ Motivations for Button-clicks
AO

DK

CK

RQ

2X

CH

total clicks

Cultural Notes

26% 25%

17%

32%

0%

0%

246

www link

50% 28%

22%

0%

0%

0%

60

Notes

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

5

AP: start/stop

0% 56%

14%

16%

9%

5%

197

Launch Video

1% 28%

4%

42%

7%

18%

179

VP: Play

0% 39%

8%

8%

11%

34%

290

VP: Pause

0% 33%

7%

10%

10%

40%

205

VP: Fast Forward

0% 15%

2%

3%

4%

76%

264

VP: Rewind

0% 28%

5%

11%

15%

41%

444

VP: Stop

0% 43%

14%

14%

3%

26%

35

VP: Subtitle Close

0%

0% 100%

0%

0%

0%

1

VP: Subtitle Open

0% 49%

17%

14%

5%

41

15%

Note. AO=advance organizer, DK=don’t know, CK=Check, RQ=required, 2X=second
time, CH=chunk listening, AP=Audio player VP= video player
Comparison of Button-use Groups by Input Uses
Activities were divided into three groups by mean IMCQ (low, mid, high) that
were also used to compare input uses. The low IMCQ group had an IMCQ value below 0,
the mid IMCQ group had an IMCQ value between 1 and 10, and the high IMCQ group
had an IMCQ value above 10. As seen in Table 62, activities in the high IMCQ group had
a higher than expected instance of hypothesis testing and a lower than expected instance
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of non-use. Activities in the low IMCQ group had a lower than expected instance of
hypothesis testing and a higher than expected instance of apparent non-use.
It seems that a high IMCQ indicated that deeper processing was taking place. A low
IMCQ seems to indicate that subjects were at a level where they were not processing
input deeply because they didn’t need to. They could rely on what they already knew.
Table 62
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Input Uses by IMCQ Group
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Low/AN

135

123.41

2.71

1.09

Low/N

42

42.09

-0.79

0.0002

Low/HT

29

40.5

-5.27

**3.27

Mid/AN

238

243.22

-2.04

0.11

Mid/N

82

82.96

0.75

0.01

Mid/HT

86

79.82

3.82

0.48

High/AN

14

20.37

-2.63

*1.99

High/N

8

6.95

0.03

0.16

High/HT

12

6.68

5.81

**4.23

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
The activities were also divided into three groups according to RBCQ (high, low,
0). Activities in the high RBCQ group had a RBCQ value of over .5, those in the low
RBCQ group had a RBCQ value between 0 and .5, those in the 0 RBCQ group had an
RBCQ value of 0. As indicated by Table 63, activities in the high RBCQ group had a
higher than expected instance of hypothesis testing and a lower than expected instance of
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apparent non-use. In other words, when there was a higher RBCQ, it indicated that
subjects were engaged in deep processing where hypothesis testing was taking place and
also that they were being pushed to develop their interlanguage systems since they could
not readily understand the input. Activities in the 0 RBCQ group had a higher than
expected instance of apparent non-use. When subjects were not making use of resources
it was because they didn’t need to. They were capable of doing the activity based on what
they already knew.
Table 63
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Input Uses by RCBQ groups
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

0/AN

514

486.17

1.26

1.59

0/N

73

88.54

-1.65

**2.73

0/HT

142

154.29

-0.1

0.98

Low/AN

422

425.48

-0.17

0.03

Low/N

87

77.48

1.08

1.17

Low/HT

129

135.03

-0.52

0.27

High/AN

3

27.34

-4.66

**21.67

High/N

11

5

2.7

**7.28

High/HT

27

8.68

6.22

**38.69

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
Comparison of Time Groups by Input Uses
Input uses were also compared across four time groups, divided by seconds-perquestion: low, mid-low, mid-high and high. Low activities took 0-30 seconds-per-
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question, mid-low activities took 31-60 seconds-per-question, mid-high activities took 6190 seconds-per-question and high activities took over 90 seconds-per-question. As seen
in Table 64, activities in the low group had a lower than expected instance of non-use and
a higher than expected instance of apparent non-use. Activities in the high group had a
higher than expected instance of hypothesis testing. Activities in mid-low group had a
higher than expected instance of non-use. Activities in the mid-high group also had a
higher than expected instance of non-use as well as a lower than expected instance of
apparent non-use. When subjects spent less time on an activity, it seemed to be because
they knew the answer to the question immediately and didn’t need to spend much time on
it. When subjects spent between 30 and 60 seconds, they did not readily understand but
did not take the time to figure it out entirely. When subjects spent over 90 seconds on a
question, they were engaging in the deepest processing and took the time to fully
understand the language.
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Table 64
Analysis of Chi Square Residuals for a comparison of Input Uses by Time Groups
Relationship

Oi

Ei

Ri

Ri2

Low/AN

537

478.79

2.66

*7.08

Low/N

57

94.84

-3.89

*15.1

Low/HT

120

140.38

-1.72

*2.96

Mid-low/AN

454

473.42

-0.89

0.8

Mid-low/N

122

93.78

2.91

*8.5

Mid-low/HT

130

138.8

-0.75

0.56

Mid-high/AN

111

133.44

-1.94

*3.78

Mid-high/N

36

26.43

1.86

*3.46

Mid-high/HT

52

39.13

2.06

*4.24

High/AN

44

60.35

-2.1

*4.43

High/N

12

11.95

0.01

0.0002

High/HT

34

17.7

3.88

*15.03

Note. *p < .05 **p < .01
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to attempt to evaluate samples of one particular set
of CALL materials according to the mental processing they provoke during the learning
process. By evaluating the depth of input processing, or the extent to which learners were
actually able to use the language input provided in activities to develop their
interlanguage systems, that took place as learners made use of a variety of CALL
activities, it was possible to evaluate certain characteristics of activity type in a new light.
It was possible to see which aspects of CALL materials led to deeper processing or to
shallower processing. It was also possible to get an improved understanding of the
connection between input processing and measurable behaviors. Specifically, the study
was designed to address the following three research questions:
1. What is the effect of activity type on a learner’s program-use behavior as
measured by a record of button-use and time involved with the activity?
2. What is the effect of activity type on a learner’s input processing as measured by
a think-aloud protocol?
3. What is the relationship between program-use behavior and input processing?
Discussion
Reactivity
Reactivity is the interference with normal mental processing that occurs when
subjects are asked to think-aloud during a research study such as the one discussed here.
Essentially, being asked to think aloud changes, to a certain extent, how subjects think.
Since a large portion of this study was based on interpretations of think-aloud protocols,
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it is important first to discuss to what extent the findings of this study can be considered
valid. The issue of reactivity was addressed in this study by comparing some recorded
behaviors between a group of subjects who were not being observed and who were not
thinking out loud (the Homework group) and a group of subjects who were thinking out
loud and being recorded on video while the researcher was present(the Think-aloud
group).
The comparison of recorded behaviors between the Think-aloud group and the
Homework group suggest that there was a certain amount of reactivity taking place; that
is to say, students were affected, at least a little, by thinking out loud or being observed.
For instance, subjects in the Think-aloud group were statistically more likely to click on
resource buttons in three of the activities under investigation than their counterparts in the
Homework group. During three activities, the Think-aloud group clicked on resource
buttons more than the Homework group, suggesting that due to the observations, they felt
compelled to use resources that the instructions suggested whether or not they felt they
needed these resources. They often made comments like, “Do I really need to click on
that?” and “Well, why not? It might help.” Subjects seemed to indicate, through their
comments, that they didn’t really feel they needed the resources, but that since the
instructions suggested they use resources, they did.
The Homework group also had a higher mean score than the Think-aloud group
on one activity, “Comparisons” (“Comparisons”), in which they were writing sentences
in the past tense. This finding suggests that the research setting may have indeed affected
the subjects beyond simply making them feel like they should act like the ideal learner. It
suggests that there may have been some change in mental processing as well. One
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possible explanation for this difference was the fact that some of the subjects in the
Think-aloud group did the activity Comparisons before they had learned the past tense in
class. When this was the case, subjects were told that they could simply do the activity in
the present tense and it was graded accordingly (with correct present tense sentences
being counted correct). It is possible, however, that simply being given input they were
not comfortable with yet made a difference in subjects’ performance, even when the
activity was modified to be more familiar. Although it is possible anxiety about a new
topic in part of the Think-aloud group accounts for the difference in scores, it is also
simply possible, that, due to the fact that subjects were speaking out loud and being
recorded, they were not able to put as much of their mental energy into the activity and
consequently did not perform as well. At any rate, it does seem like there was at least a
small amount of reactivity present in the study. This minimal level of reactivity is
illustrated by the fact that the two statistically significant differences discussed above are
the only two which existed between the two groups. The fact that there was no
statistically significant difference between the groups in many of the other measured
variables, suggests that the think-aloud transcriptions can been seen as a fairly close
approximation of normal thought processes and a reasonable corpus to interpret.
Discussion of the Link between Program-use Behavior and Input Processing
Although the question of how program-use behavior is linked to input processing
was the last question addressed in the results section, it may be useful to address it first in
this section. This seems useful in order to ensure that that the discussion of how activity
type was related to program-use behavior can be better understood. Once again,
program-use behavior was measured in this study in the form of seconds-per-question,
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input manipulation clicks per question (IMCQ), resource button-clicks per question
(RCBQ) and instance of resource button-use (IRBU). The IMCQ was based on how
many audio or video control buttons subjects clicked on as well as how many required
text boxes they opened for each question. When it is stated that subjects were
manipulating input, it means that students were using audio and video controls to
view/listen to input or that they were opening or reopening a text box to read input. The
RBCQ was based on how many buttons that gave subjects access to grammar
explanations and vocabulary lists subjects clicked on per question. The IRBU simply
indicated whether or not a resource button was clicked on in a given activity.
The measure of input processing was input uses, based on Gass’(2001) integrated
model of language acquisition. These input uses were hypothesis testing, apparent nonuse, and non-use. Hypothesis testing indicated that the learner was testing out ideas about
the target language. Apparent non-use indicated that the subject could answer the
question readily since the information was already part of their interlanguage system.
Non-use indicated that the learner got nothing from the question, probably because they
did not understand it.
This section will first discuss the results of the button-use tracking and then of the
statistical comparisons between time groups, IMCQ groups and RCBQ groups. Buttonuse tracking accounted for each of the clicks registered in the database by correlating it
with statements made in the think-aloud protocols. These clicks were categorized
according to the subjects’ motivation for clicking, as indicated by what they said before
and after clicking.
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Although the button-use tracking provides useful information about why subjects
clicked on certain buttons, it is important to remember that in the case of button-click
motivations reactivity was an issue. As discussed in the section on reactivity, subjects in
the Think-aloud group were statistically more likely to click on resource buttons in
certain activities than their counterparts in the Homework group. As examination of the
think-aloud protocols found that when an activity’s instructions suggested that the
learners click on a resource button, they often did, even if they didn’t feel they needed to.
When subjects clicked on buttons merely due to the suggestion found in the instructions,
they did so before they started the activity, that is to say they used resources as an
advance organizer to prepare them for the activity. Over half of the clicks on grammar
links were advance organizers, to help prepare the subjects for the activity. Because of
the Think-aloud group’s tendency to use resource buttons as advance organizers even
when they did not feel they needed to, we must assume that in a more normal situation,
where learners are not being observed, that the percentage of advance organizer clicks
would be lower.
The results of the button-use tracking suggest that the frequent use of buttons is a
sign of deeper processing. In addition to helping subjects access an advance organizer,
buttons were clicked when subjects needed to understand the input better and when they
wanted to check their hypotheses. These behaviors are generally associated with deep
processing.
It is also interesting to note that certain behaviors seemed to be linked with how
the subjects initially received the language input. Some subjects preferred to watch or
listen to a passage all the way through before trying to answer questions, and some
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preferred to read the questions and try to answer them as they watched or listened to the
passage in chunks. Although a large percentage of fast-forward and rewind clicks
occurred because subjects needed to see or hear something again in order to understand
or check their response, these clicks were also often indications of subjects listening or
watching the information in chunks from the beginning. In this study, button-clicks were
generally a representation of a learner needing to understand the input better in order to
complete the activity. Thus, button-clicks seem to be, in most cases, a representation of a
learner working toward comprehension and, in quite a few cases, of learners wanting to
check their own hypotheses.
The idea that button-use is connected to deep processing, which was suggested by
the button-use tracking, is reinforced by the findings which compared button-use groups
and input uses. When subjects used input manipulation buttons more, they were also
testing hypotheses more. The same was true of resource buttons: a lower use of both
kinds of buttons indicated that subjects didn’t need to process input deeply because they
understood the input readily. Because of this, it seems logical to assume that more
frequent button-clicks are an indication of deeper processing and that less frequent
button-clicks are a sign of less deep processing.
Time was a slightly different issue. The time groups that were compared were low
(under 30 seconds-per-question), mid-low (between 30 and 60 seconds-per-question),
mid-high (between 60 and 90 seconds-per-question) and high (over 90 seconds-perquestion). It was not surprising that the questions that took less than 30 seconds were
associated with apparent non-use. Spending so little time per question indicated that
subjects knew the answer to the question immediately and were not processing at a
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deeper level because they did not need to. This connection between questions that do not
take very long to answer and apparent non-use may be the only generalizable finding
from the comparison of time groups. The mid-low group, in which questions took from
30 to 60 seconds to answer, had a higher than expected occurrence of non-use. It seems
that these questions were not readily apparent to subjects, but that they did not spend
enough time on each question to actually understand what was going on with the
language. In this case subjects seemed to be more concerned with getting the activity
done than with understanding the language. The high group had a higher than expected
occurrence of hypothesis testing, indicating that when subjects spent more than 90
seconds on a question, they were working to figure out the language and to modify their
interlanguage system to match what they were understanding. These findings are less
generalizable because it is hard to say what the time threshold is between subjects simply
getting the activity done and actually processing all the input to the point that they are
developing their interlanguage systems. It does seem clear that within a given data set,
you should be able to see evidence of deeper processing on the extreme high end of time
on task. Between the extreme low end, which seems to indicate that subjects are not
being challenged, and the extreme high end, where they are testing hypotheses, it is hard
to say what kind of processing is taking place. At some point between the extremes,
however, subjects seem to be processing at a surface level, where their objective is to
finish the activity and not further their mastery of the target language.
Discussion of Activity Type and Program-use Behavior
During the following discussion of activity type and program-use behavior, it is
important to remember that past French experience and third language experience also
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had a relationship to program-use behavior. Subjects with no third language experience
made greater use of resources and manipulated input more. Subjects who had 1-2 years of
previous French experience manipulated input more than those who had no past
experience in French.
An interesting result of the button-clicks comparisons was that resource buttonuse (RBCQ and IRBU) and input manipulation (IMCQ) were opposite in most cases. If
resource button-use was high then input manipulation was low, and vice versa. For
example, drag activities had a higher IMCQ than click and type activities, whereas type
activities had a higher RCBQ than click and drag activities. Click activities also had a
higher RCBQ than drag activities. Matching activities had a higher IMCQ than personalresponse activities, whereas personal-response activities had a higher RCBQ than all
other activities, including matching activities. An examination of the activities in each
group and of the think-aloud protocols suggests that there is a link between input
manipulation and comprehension activities (matching activities, drag activities) and
between resource button-use and production activities (personal-response activities, type
activities). Subjects often used grammar explanations to help them form responses in the
production activities. When the purpose of the study was to understand the input, they
were more likely to watch or listen to it multiple times, using fast-forward and rewind
buttons more. It seems that subjects tended to use either resources or input manipulation
to help them do the activities but not always both.
The major exception to the observed relationship of IMCQ being low when
RCBQ was high and vice versa was text-and-video activities, which had a higher IMCQ
and a higher RCBQ than the other forms of media. This can possibly be explained by the
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fact that there were both production and non-production activities in the text-and-video
group, meaning that subjects needed both to see input multiple times as well as use
resources to help in production. Occasionally subjects did form sentences based on a
model found in the language input, but this was less frequent than them looking to a
grammar explanation to help them with construction.
An interesting relationship was also seen between resource use and a lack of
feedback. When no feedback was present, there was more resource use than when it is
present. When no-redo feedback was present, meaning the subjects had only one chance
to answer the question, there was also more resource button-use. An examination of the
think-aloud protocol transcriptions suggests that this relationship exists because learners
adapt to activities and negotiate meaning based on what resources are available. If
subjects could negotiate meaning through computer feedback (in matching activities for
example), they did. If the feedback did not allow for negotiation (in personal-response
activities, for example, where there was no computer feedback given), they negotiated for
meaning through the use of resources. Two examples from the think-aloud transcriptions
illustrate this difference. In one, the subject whose user ID was Pumpkin negotiated
meaning based on an example sentence and a grammar explanation while writing a
sentence describing a picture. In the other, the subject whose ID was 10t negotiated
meaning based on feedback received in a matching activity, where subjects matched the
picture of a person from a video with a bit of information that person had said.
The first excerpt came from the activity Occupée (Busy), and shows Pumpkin
using resources to negotiate meaning. Pumpkin starts out writing sentences in the past
tense, but at a certain point notices that the example prompt for the activity seems
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different than what he/she has been doing. Not realizing that it is an irregular verb
Pumpkin questions how he/she has been making past participles. Pumpkin uses a
resource button link to answer his/her question about past participles.
Pumpkin: faire ses devoirs...oui, elle a....ummm.... I’m confused ...uhhh...
Researcher: What are you thinking now?
Pumpkin: I’m thinking that I might have to use... I don’t know if I’m
supposed to...cause...I’m just wondering why they used fait right
here...like I know why they would use fait...but I thought that according to
what I read earlier about this stuff was that you just make the second verb
like an infinitive almost except you add like an accent aigu so...I’m
confused as to why they used fait right here, but then in the example they
were like oh, just say whatever...with the second verb...because you’re
already conjugating this verb to fit elle, so why are they having it be fait la
cuisine instead of faire la cuisine which is what I assume it would
be...however...if that’s what the example does...then I did the other two
wrong and...I’m not sure...what I’m doing (laughs)...elle a fait ses
devoirs...okay so maybe what I’m supposed to be doing (clicks on passé
composé explanation page) hmm...(looks at page) oh have irregular past
participles which must be learned as they are introduced...okay...so I was
doing those other one’s right...I think...I don’t remember...it’s
because...the irregular verbs that they are...okay... I think I’m doing
okay...Elle a fait ses devoirs...okay... (types “Elle a fait ses devoirs.”)
(clicks “save”, page changes)
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Pumpkin was able to resolve the concern about the past participles and negotaite
meaning through the use of resources. The excerpt that follows came from the activity
Interviews and is an example of a subject negotiating through the use of feedback. 10t
deduces the meaning of the word camembert based on the positive feedback he/she
recieves in the activity.
10t : this next girl I know talks about a sandwich...(pauses video)...and this
is the only sandwich I see, I’m assuming that camembert is a type of
cheese that I don’t know about...(He drags icon which reads “...aime les
sandwich à fromage” to the picture of the girl who said, in the video, “J’ai
pris un sandwich à camembert.” The icon disappears and responds with a
happy ring.) yes...”
These kinds of examples were found throughout the think-aloud protocols. The
idea that subjects adapted to the constraints of each activity and negotiated meaning
through what was available to them does seem to explain a number of the relationships
found in the comparisons of button-use. It makes sense that no-redo activities had a
higher RCBQ than limited-redo activities and indefinite-redo activities. In no-redo
activities subjects needed to negotiate meaning and feel they had come to a correct
response before they actually answered because they would not have another chance. In
limited-redo activities and indefinite-redo activities they could use the feedback to
answer their questions rather than looking to outside resources.
As expected there was more input manipulation when there were multiple forms
of media involved. Video input did have more manipulation than audio, but this may
have been due to the format that the video and audio input came in. The audio player did
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not allow the subjects to fast forward or rewind the material. If they wanted to hear
something again, they had to listen to the whole passage again. Subjects often
complained about the fact that they could not fast forward or rewind the audio activity
and in some cases indicated that they were guessing in their responses to avoid having to
listen to the whole passage again. It seems likely that had subjects been able to fast
forward and rewind, they would have manipulated the audio input as much as they did
the video input. Not surprisingly, production activities (type activities, personal-response,
structured-response and no-feedback activities) took longer than non-production
activities.
Discussion of Activity Type and Input Uses
Once again it is important to remember that there were factors that may have
affected input use frequencies other than activity type. Subjects who reported an A in
French 101 had higher instances of apparent-non use and lower instances of non-use,
while students who reported a C or lower had the opposite. Native language was also a
factor with a native language other than English having lower instances of non-use and
higher instances of apparent non-use. These results remind us that although activity type
does seem to affect input processing, a lot of the processing that occurs is dependant on
the individual as well.
Many of the results comparing input uses with activity type seem to confirm what
could be predicted based on current language acquisition theory. For example, the fact
that there was higher than expected occurrence of hypothesis testing in activities that
required production, at least at the sentence level, supported Swain’s (1995) Output
Hypothesis. The fact that there was deeper processing in structural-semantic activities
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than semantic or structural activities supports theories that emphasize the importance of a
focus on form (Doughty & Williams, 1998). Studies that found that drag and type
activities were more effective than click activities (Heift, 2003) were supported by the
findings in this study. Click activities showed evidence of provoking shallower
processing.
The results of the study with respect to feedback were interesting and can possibly
be explained by a closer look at what was actually happening as students completed
various activities. The data supported the notion that activities that offered no feedback
lead to deeper processing than those that offered feedback. It is possible that this
correlation between no-feedback activities and deeper processing should not be seen as a
result of a lack of feedback but rather as a result of the fact that the activities that did not
offer feedback were also production activities. It is not surprising that there was a higher
than expected occurrence of non-use in no-redo activities. It is somewhat surprising,
however, that those activities which gave learners information about what the correct
response should be were linked with non-use and that activities which did not were linked
with hypothesis testing. Such a relationship can possibly be explained by a look at the
presentation of the feedback in these activities. Information about an error was provided
only for a few seconds and disappeared on its own. Subjects often commented that they
didn’t have time to understand the feedback before it disappeared. In some cases the
feedback actually replaced the question on the screen. Subjects sometimes commented
that they weren’t sure what the feedback was trying to tell them since they couldn’t
remember the question. It is possible that the apparent ineffectiveness of this kind of
feedback was due to its presentation rather than to the fact that it was available for use. It
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is possible that had the subjects had more time to comprehend the information provided
and relate it to the question, there may have been a lower instance of non-use with this
kind of feedback.
The results with respect to media were expected, but perhaps interesting. There
was a higher occurrence of non-use in activities based on audio and video input,
indicating that in these activities there was more of the language input that subjects did
not comprehend than in text and text-and-image activities. Text as well as text-and-image
activities had a lower than expected occurrence of non-use, meaning that almost all of the
language input presented in these activities was understood. Due to the nature of these
media forms, these results were expected. It is easier to understand a sentence that stays
on the screen as long as is needed than to understand a sentence that is spoken and
consequently of short duration. The strongest relationships between media and input uses
were all with non-use. Hypothesis testing and apparent non-use did take place in
activities of all media type. The fact that less video and audio input is being
comprehended by the students than text may simply suggest that these forms of input are
more challenging to learners. Rather than discouraging developers or teachers from using
these forms of input, these findings support the notion that the presentation of such
materials should be carefully designed and carried out using effective instructional
techniques.
Implications
What useful conclusions can be drawn from the complicated and varied findings
of this study? This study suggests that CALL materials can be the basis for a more than
adequate environment for language acquisition. The activities in this study were not
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perfect specimens of ideal activities that combined the sum total of CALL research into
one perfect unit, yet they offered learners the chance to practice what they had learned as
well as to develop their interlanguage systems. There was input that subjects either did
not notice—or did not understand— and from which they learned nothing in all activities.
This was evidenced by occurrences of non-use in all activities. Despite this, there was
language input was also successfully processed, having been understood and helping
subjects in the development of their interlanguage system, in every activity. This was
evidenced by the occurrences of hypothesis testing and apparent non-use in each activity,
which exceeded the frequency of occurrence of non-use.
Some recommendations can be made, based on this study, as far as what types of
CALL activities will provoke deeper processing. First, in addition to click activities
recently having been found to be less effective in language retention (Heift 2003), they
seem to provoke shallower processing than other possible activity types. Type and drag
activities, which require at least a certain amount of manipulation of the target language,
seem to provoke deeper processing and should be considered more effective.
Second, T/F activities lead to more shallow processing than other possibilities,
perhaps because they increase the amount of guessing that takes place. The depth of
processing in T/F activities could possibly be increased if feedback were provided in a
format where learners had time to make sense of it. It is possible, however, that T/F
activities simply create a format that does not encourage learners to deal with their
mistakes. Whatever the case, other activities seem to lead to deeper processing than this
type of activity.
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Third, feedback is not necessary for deeper processing to take place. Although the
fact that CALL materials can provide immediate feedback has often been seen as one of
the great advantages of this approach to learning, it is clear that activities which do not
provide immediate feedback can still be very useful and do, in fact, provoke useful input
processing. In general, it seems that some activities that required language at the sentence
level could be strengthened by the addition of some from of feedback. Indeed, subjects
frequently expressed a desire for feedback on these activities during the administration of
the think-aloud protocols. Most of the structured-response activities required only a
sentence per question and, although it would have to be more complicated than a simple
yes/no, it seems that some form of feedback should be possible in such cases. Providing
feedback to structured-response activities could encourage deeper processing by
facilitating a more definite acceptance or rejection of learner hypotheses.
When feedback is provided, several important issues should be addressed. For
example, when the learner has the opportunity to redo the question, there is a greater
depth of processing that occurs. Requiring a correct response from the learner at some
point (as in indefinite-redo activities) also seems to encourage processing. This study
found that when subjects were given no information about their error with feedback that
there was evidence of deeper processing. This is a result that should be viewed with some
skepticism. Although it is not possible to definitively establish that activities which
provide no information about errors with feedback are more effective than those that do,
it does seem that the format of the feedback matters. It seems that feedback which allows
learners the opportunity to review the question and which gives them adequate time to
digest the information provided about their response should lead to deeper processing.
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Fourth, as one would assume, activities provoke deeper processing if they require
the learner to focus on both form and meaning. Structural activities tend to be narrower
in their focus and do not necessarily lead to very deep processing of the language beyond
their focus. This was evidenced by the fact that after completing the structural activity
(there was only one in the study) most of the subjects could not give more than a cursory
summary of the paragraph into which they had been inserting conjugations. Structural
activities do, however, seem to give learners a good opportunity to master the structure
on which they are focused. There was very little non-use associated with the structural
activity. Subjects may not have paid attention to the paragraph in full, but they learned
the conjugations. Structural activities can be effective in giving learners the opportunity
to master specific points of the language. Having acknowledged that, it is important to
remember that structural-semantic activities lead to deep processing and seem to be more
effective for over-all acquisition.
Finally, the more media that are included in a given activity, the more
interaction— at the level of program-use behavior— that will take place. Media that are
static, and somewhat apparent, like still images serve the purpose of allowing learners to
practice what they know, but do not generally lead to deeper processing. Well-designed
multimedia activities, including audio or video, offer learners a chance to challenge and
develop their interlanguage systems.
Suggestions for Teachers and Materials Developers
Based on the implications discussed above it seems fair that certain suggestion
can be made to materials developers and teachers when choosing CALL materials. First,
although they may still have benefits as far as assessment is concerned, T/F activities do
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not seem to be as pedagogically beneficial as other activities. They are fairly common
activities for listening comprehension, but other activities, which include less guessing,
can be designed to go with listening comprehension activities as well.
Next, when activities have resources it often serves a similar purpose as computer
feedback. Activities which require sentence level production do in fact lead to deeper
processing and should be developed and used. If these activities have resources that can
help students in case of need, processing will not be hindered by a lack of computer
feedback. In fact it seems reasonable that all activities should be designed to have
resources available to learners. Although resources allow learners to negotiate meaning,
providing some sort of computer feedback to sentence production activities as well may
strengthen the input processing that happens during these activities. It is difficult to
provide feedback when there is a large number of correct responses that could be made.
Although this complicates the issue, some suggestions for feedback can be made based
on the think-aloud protocols. Subjects seemed to negotiate meaning fairly well with
example sentences. It is possible that feedback that merely allowed learners to compare
their response with an example might do quite a bit to help learners confirm or reject
hypotheses.
With regard to feedback, it seems important that learners have time to process the
feedback. Materials should be developed that allow the user to control how long
feedback is available. Allowing them to move on when they are ready, as opposed to
when the materials are programmed to go on could lead to deeper processing. It also
seems important that learners have a chance to modify their responses. Materials should
be designed to allow learners to redo a question once they have received feedback.
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Finally, all audio and video materials should be designed to have fast-forward and
rewind capabilities. Being able to listen to certain passages again was an important part
of input processing for the subjects in this study. It was hindered in the case of audio
passages which did not allow them to find specific spots. Subjects were put off by
having to listen to a whole passage and often gave up before the understood the language
well enough to complete the activities correctly. Being able to move throughout the
listening passage would likely have made a difference in the subjects’ overall success at
input processing. Since fast-forward and rewind controls are possible in both audio and
video they should be included in all activities which include these media.
Suggestions for Future Research
Because this study was very exploratory in nature, it examined a number of
different variables, some of which were not well represented. For example, there was
only one personal-response activity as well as only one structural activity. A study which
narrowed in focus, looking at one or two characteristics of activity type, while
maintaining a similar data collection method, might be very successful in giving an even
better picture of how that particular characteristic of activity type is related to input
processing.
Clearly the question of feedback is something that should be studied in more
detail. Theory suggests that having information about an error should help a learner
analyze input more deeply. This study found however that input that actually provided
such information led to shallower processing. It can be assumed, in this study, that this
result was due to the fact that the information provided with feedback disappeared on its
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own, and was often not on the screen long enough for the subjects to understand it. A
future study would need to examine that assumption as a variable.
This study evaluated think-aloud transcriptions according to a coding scheme that
was based on one second language acquisition theory, (Susan Gass’ (1988, 2001)
integrated model of second language acquisition). It could be useful to view the same
data in different ways, based on other theories. Coding the transcriptions according to
language learning strategies, for example, might provide a more well-rounded view of the
input processing taking place.
Finally, this study dealt only with the mental process itself and was not correlated
to actual learning gains. Although assumptions could be made about what information
from the language input would be integrated into the subjects’ interlanguage system,
there was no way to check that this actually took place. A similar study that measured
learning gains as well might give a more insightful view of the depth of processing that
takes place as learners use CALL materials.
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Appendix A
Consent Forms
Consent to be a Research Subject: Think-aloud Protocols
Introduction
This research study is being conducted by Kathryn Rimmasch at Brigham Young
University to examine what kinds of language processing take place as students
participate in different CALL activities, specifically some found on the Mais Oui! CDRom. You were selected to participate because you are currently taking French 101.
Procedures
You will be asked to think out loud as you complete 8 activities from Chapter 5 of the
Mais Oui! CD-Rom. They are designed to help you practice principles of French. You
will also be asked to think out loud as you complete these activities. It should take you
between thirty minutes and an hour. This will be video recorded and later transcribed.
While you are completing the activity certain of your behaviors will be recorded. Those
behaviors are as follows: button-use and time spent on a given activity.
Risks/Discomforts
There are minimal risks for participation in this study. However, you may feel emotional
discomfort caused by being required to think out loud with another person present. The
researcher will be sensitive to any discomfort you may feel and will attempt to maintain a
friendly environment.
Benefits
There are no direct benefits to subjects but the information gathered may be a benefit to
the field of second language acquisition and may give insight into how people learn
languages and what kind of CALL design is most effective.
Confidentiality
All information provided will remain confidential and will only be reported as group data
with no identifying information. Data contained on video tapes and discs will be kept in a
locked storage container and only those directly involved with the research will have
access to them. Data gathered by the learning management system will not be attached to
any identifying information and will be used only by the researchers. After the research is
completed any raw data which still has identifying information will be destroyed.
Compensation
There will be no compensation for participating in this study.
Participation
Participation in this research study is voluntary. Although you are required to complete
the activities for a class assignment you may opt to do so without having any data
collected during your session. You have the right to withdraw at anytime or refuse to
participate entirely without jeopardy to your class status, grade or standing with the
university.
Questions about the Research
If you have questions regarding this study, you may contact Kathryn Rimmasch at 801380-8607, kr4@nm.byu.edu.
Questions about your Rights as Research Participants
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If you have questions you do not feel comfortable asking the researcher, you may contact
Dr. Renea Beckstrand, IRB Chair, 422-3873, 422 SWKT, renea_beckstrand@byu.edu.
If you choose not to participate you will be allowed to enter the program and complete
your assignment without your program-use behavior, or your thinking aloud being
recorded. Click on one of the following boxes:
I have read and understood the above consent form and desire of my own free will to
participate in this study.

I agree

I don‟t agree
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Consent to be a Research Subject: Program-use Behavior
Introduction
This research study is being conducted by Kathryn Rimmasch at Brigham Young
University to examine what kinds of language processing take place as students
participate in different CALL activities, specifically some found on the Mais Oui! CDRom. You were selected to participate because you are currently taking French 101.
Procedures
You will be asked to complete 8 activities from Chapter 5 of the Mais Oui! CD-Rom,
designed to help you learn and practice principles of French. It should take you between
thirty minutes and an hour. While you are completing the activity certain of your
behaviors will be recorded. Those behaviors are as follows: button-use and time spent on
a given activity.
Risks/Discomforts
There are minimal risks for participation in this study.
Benefits
There are no direct benefits to subjects from participating in this data collection. The
information gathered may be a benefit to the field of second language acquisition and
may give insight into how people learn languages and what kind of CALL design is most
effective.
Confidentiality
All information provided will remain confidential and will only be reported as group data
with no identifying information. Data gathered by the learning management system will
be accessible only to the researchers and will not be connected to any identifying
information. After the research is completed any raw data which still has identifying
information will be destroyed.
Compensation
There is no compensation for participating in the study.
Participation
Completion of the activity is a class assignment; however you may choose to do the
activities without having any of your program-use behavior recorded and without being
part of the study. Participation in this research study is voluntary. You have the right to
withdraw at anytime or refuse to participate entirely without jeopardy to your class status,
grade or standing with the university.
Questions about the Research
If you have questions regarding this study, you may contact Kathryn Rimmasch at 801380-8607, kr4@nm.byu.edu.
Questions about your Rights as Research Participants
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If you have questions you do not feel comfortable asking the researcher, you may contact
Dr. Renea Beckstrand, IRB Chair, 422-3873, 422 SWKT, renea_beckstrand@byu.edu.
If you choose not to participate you will be allowed to enter the program and complete
your assignment but your program-use behavior will not be recorded. Click on one of the
following boxes:
I have read and understood the above consent form and desire of my own free will to
participate in this study.

I agree

I don‟t agree
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Appendix B
Language Background Questionnaire for All Participants.
Please provide the following information. The information provided will be confidential
and will be reported by the server in connection with the data recorded while you
complete the activities without being connected to any identifying information.
Age:

Sex:
Current grade in French 101:

Native Language:

Other Languages

Proficiency level (novice, intermediate,
advanced)

Previous French Experience (Please list all courses, studies, or time spent in a French
speaking country.)
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Appendix C
Instructions and prompts
Instructions to read to class session for the collection of data on program-use behavior.
Next to your computer you will find an information sheet indicating which of the
activities from Chapter five you will be completing. They are from the vocabulary,
grammar and application sections. Contained in the description of the activity is the
section the activity is found in, its title and a number which indicates which activity it
would be if you were simply to proceed straight through starting from the vocabulary
section. There is also a small graphic indicating roughly what the screen should look like
if you are on the right activity. Feel free to ask questions if you are confused. This is a
class assignment, but is being used as the data collection process for Kathryn
Rimmasch‟s master‟s thesis in Language Acquisition and Teaching. No special behavior
is required of you to participate in the data collection process. You will simply complete
your assigned activities and a server will collect information on your program-use
behavior. You will also fill out a confidential questionnaire before you begin working on
the activities. At the end of the period, you will be considered done, whether or not you
have completed all of the activities, so there is no need to rush. On the other hand there is
no reason to waste time. Do the activities and use the program as you would if you were
not being observed.
Although there is no special behavior required of you to participate, participation is
voluntary. If you do not want to be part of the data collection process, simply click “I
don‟t agree” and you will be allowed to enter Mais Oui! In this case the system will not
collect any data on your behavior.
At this time, please read the informed consent form on your screen, click “I agree” or “I
don‟t agree” and continue as directed.
If you have any questions feel free to ask.
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Think-aloud instructions:
You will be completing 8 activities from Chapter 5 of the Mais Oui! CD-Rom. The
activities are varied and allow you to practice the vocabulary and grammar from this
chapter. The activities in question will be indicated on a sheet of paper next to the
computer you are using, and you may ask the researcher for help if you are not sure
which ones to do. You may already be familiar with these kinds of activities from other
chapters, but if not, each activity has instructions for you to follow.
While you complete these activities you will be asked to “think out loud”. Please speak
out whatever thoughts or ideas you have while you complete the activities. Say out loud
the thoughts that lead you to choose or type a specific thing. Say out loud how you react
to feedback and what you do to reevaluate and make another attempt at a question.
Explain why you use program resources, like review buttons or internet links etc. (if and
when you do) and how the information helps you. Please also speak out anything you
realize or notice about the language even if it is not related to completing the activity.
The point is to describe your own thought process.
There is no need to invent things or speculate about what you should think. Just do your
best to provide a running commentary of your thoughts as you complete the indicated
activities. There may be times when you need to process something and consequently fall
silent. That‟s okay. Try to remember after having taken this time to go back and explain
what you were thinking. In the event of extended pauses, the researcher may prompt you
to talk about what you are thinking.
Please start by reading the informed consent document and clicking “yes” or “no”. If you
choose not to be a participant in this study your session will not be video recorded and
the server will not collect any information on your program-use behavior.

Thanks for your participation.
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Prompts used in the event that the student stoped thinking aloud:
Why did you choose that?
What are you thinking about now?
Why do you think that‟s wrong?
What does ________ mean? (in the event that they seem to say “oh” or something else,
like they have realized something)
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Sample Instructions Given to Subjects Indicating What Activities to Do
You will complete 8 activities from chapter five of the Mais Oui! CD-Rom.
These activities are listed below, along with the sections you would go through to find them, a
number which corresponds to where you will find them if you progress straight through the
activities starting from vocabulary, and a picture which shows you a rough approximation of what
the screen should look like when you begin the activity. The title of the activity which will be at
the top of your screen is highlighted. If you have questions about whether or not you are on the
right activity, feel free to ask the researcher. Please complete as many of the eight as you can
before you go. It should take you between a half hour and an hour. The server will be recording
what buttons you use and how much time you spend. This is in an effort to examine what kind of
behavior is normal for each activity. Please don‟t modify your behavior for this study. Just
complete the activities as you would normally.
Thank you for your participation.

5.grammaire.Le passé composé.Vrai ou faux?, #11:

5. applications.Les Jadots.Vin?, #16:

5.applications.Interviews. Déjeuner? Dîner?, #18:

5.vocabulaire.au magasin.Associations, #4

5.grammair.occupée.Occupée, #12:

5.applications.Les Jadots.comparison, #17:

5.vocabulaire.au magasin.Commandez ! 1, #1

5.grammaire.le verbe „boire‟.Boisson préférées, #5:
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Instructions for Data Collection as Homework (2 pages)
This homework assignment will be part of data collection for Kathryn Rimmasch‟s Language Acquisition
and Teaching Master‟s thesis. You will complete some activities from the Mais Oui! CD-Rom that
accompanies your text book. While you do these activities a database will record what buttons you click,
and how much time you spend on a given activity. Although this is an assignment you participate in the
data collection by choice. If you do not wish the database to collect data about you simply click “I don‟t
agree” on the Informed Consent page. To complete the homework assignment, do the following.
Go to http://arclite.byu.edu/maisoui
First click on: Informed Consent, complete before accessing the course
This page will first ask you to create a user name. This will insure confidentiality. Please choose a user
name that does not include your actual name. Any user name is fine. You will use it throughout this
activity. Once you have created a user name, read through the informed consent form and click either on
“I agree” or “I don‟t agree.” If you click on “I don‟t agree” no data will be collected while you complete
the activities.
At this point you should be taken directly to the opening page of the Mais Oui! CD-Rom where you will
use the user name you just created to log in. If you are not at this page then go to original page and click
on Mais Oui Material, only use this link if you have already created an ID.
This will also take you to the Mais Oui! CD-Rom opening page. You will log in using the user name you
created. You will complete 10 activities from chapter five of the Mais Oui! CD-Rom. These activities are
listed below, along with the sections you would go through to find them, a number which corresponds to
where you will find them if you progress straight through the activities starting from vocabulary, and a
picture which shows you a rough approximation of what the screen should look like when you begin the
activity. The title of the activity which will be at the top of your screen is highlighted. The server will be
recording what buttons you use and how much time you spend. This is in an effort to examine what kind
of behavior is normal for each activity. Please don‟t modify your behavior for this study. Just complete
the activities as you would normally. The activities may be completed in any order.
5.vocabulaire.au magasin.Commandez ! 1, #1

5.grammaire.le verbe „boire‟.Boisson préférées, #5

5.vocabulaire.au magasin.Associations, #4

5.grammair.articles définis/indéfinis/partitifs.Achats,#7
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5.grammaire.le comparatif.Trop?, #10

5.grammaire.Le passé composé.Vrai ou faux?, #11

5.grammair.occupée.Occupée, #12

5. applications.Les Jadots.Vin?, #16

5.applications.Les Jadots.comparison, #17

5.applications.Interviews. Déjeuner? Dîner?, #18

When you have finished the activities you will click on “Exit” on the Mais Oui! home
page. This should take you to a questionnaire which you will fill out still using the user
name that you created at the beginning of your session. If you clicked “I don‟t agree” on
the informed consent page, you may leave the questionnaire blank and simply click
“submit”.
When you have submitted the questionnaire, send an e-mail to your instructor letting
them know what you username was. We will be able to confirm for them that you
completed the assignment.
Thanks for your participation.
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Appendix D
ANOVA Source Tables
Table 65
Source Table for ANOVA comparing Mean Input Manipulation Clicks per Question
(IMCQ) across Past French Experience Groups
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

F crit

Between Groups

76.96

2

38.48

5.25

0.0062

3.05

Within Groups

1202.78

164

7.33

Total

1279.74

166

Table 66
Source Table for ANOVA comparing Mean Input Manipulation Clicks (IMCQ) per
Question across Means of Response Groups
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

F crit

Between Groups

98.35

2

49.17

8.11

0.00041 3.041

Within Groups

1213.30

200

6.07

Total

1311.65

202
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Table 67
Source Table for ANOVA comparing Mean Input Manipulation Clicks (IMCQ) per
Question by Activity Groups
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

F crit

Between Groups

98.96

3

32.98

5.41

0.0013

2.65

Within Groups

1212.69

199

6.09

Total

1311.65

202

Table 68
Source Table for ANOVA comparing Mean Input Manipulation Clicks per Question
(IMCQ) across Media groups
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

F crit

Between Groups

112.81

2

56.41

9.41

0.00012

3.04

Within Groups

1198.83

200

5.99

Total

1311.65

202
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Table 69
Source Table for ANOVA comparing Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RCBQ)
across Means of Response Groups
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

F crit

Between Groups

1.55

2

0.77

19.85

7.23E-09

3.02

Within Groups

12.83 329

Total

14.38 331

0.04

Table 70
Source Table for ANOVA comparing Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RCBQ)
across Activity Groups
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

F crit

Between Groups

5.62

4

1.41

52.49

3.96E-34

2.40

Within Groups

8.76

327

0.03

Total

14.38 331
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Table 71
Source Table for ANOVA comparing Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RCBQ)
for Feedback Type 3 Groups
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

F crit

Between Groups

0.38

2

0.19

20.71

4.84E-09

3.03

Within Groups

2.26

247

0.01

Total

2.64

249

Table 72
Source Table for ANOVA comparing Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RBCQ)
across Meaningfulness Groups
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

F crit

Between Groups

0.44

2

0.22

5.26

0.0056

3.02

Within Groups

13.70 329

Total

14.13 331

0.04
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Table 73
Source Table for ANOVA comparing Mean Resource Button Clicks per Question (RCBQ)
across Media Groups
Source of Variation
Between Groups

SS

df

MS

3.72

3

1.24

Within Groups

10.41

328

0.03

Total

14.13

331

F

P-value

39.09

1.27E-21

F crit
2.63

Table 74
Source Table from the ANOVA comparing Mean Seconds-per-question by Means of
Response
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

Between Groups

20820.76

2 10410.38

Within Groups

1217692

494

Total

1238513

496

2464.96

F
4.22

P-value
0.015

F crit
3.01
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Table 75
Source Table for ANOVA comparing Mean Seconds-per-question for Activity Groups
(with “Comparisons”)
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

F crit

Between Groups

3596462

4

899115.6

138.25

1.31E-81

2.39

Within Groups

3563867

548 6503.40

Total

7160329

552

Table 76
Source Table for ANOVA comparing Mean Seconds-per-question across Feedback Type
3 Groups
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

Between Groups

26571.4

2

13285.7

Within Groups

1013328

377

2687.87

Total

1039899

379

F
4.94

P-value
0.0076

F crit
3.02
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Table 77
Source Table for ANOVA comparing Mean Seconds-per-question Across Meaningfulness
Groups
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

Between Groups

21643.08 2

10821.54 4.39

Within Groups

1216870

494

2463.3

Total

1238513

496

P-value

F crit

0.012

3.01

Table 78
Source Table from ANOVA comparing Seconds-per-question across Media Groups
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

Between Groups

115226.1

4 28806.54

Within Groups

1123287

492

Total

1238513

496

2283.10

F
12.62

P-value
8.82E-10

F crit
2.39
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Appendix E
Sample of Coded Think-aloud Transcriptions
This appendix contains a sample of the think-aloud protocol transcriptions used in this
study. The full think aloud sessions for the subjects cited in the body of the thesis
(Pumpkin and 10t) are found here. This sample represents only a small part of the over
200 pages of transcriptions that were coded for the study. In addition to the transcriptions
there is a key explaining the abbreviations used in the transcriptions.
Key for understanding transcriptions:
K: = Researcher
S:= Subject
Everything that is not in parentheses is a direct quote form the subject. Everything that is
in parentheses is a description of what‟s happening or a commentary on it.
Code for descriptions
cl=click
dg=drag
R=response
+=affirmative
-=negative
dis=disappears
bb=bounces back
The matching exercises (Associations, Interviews) require the subject to drag an icon to
picture or a picture to an icon. If the answer is correct the picture or icon will disappear
(R:dis). If the answer is not correct the picture or icon will bounce back to its original
position.

Subject: Pumpkin
Boissons preferées
S:(reads instructions out loud)
nous...umm...I think it‟s boissons (types “boissons” in first blank)...ah..I‟m
not sure...I‟m pretty sure it‟s spelled that way o-i-s-s-o-n-s...um...
(reads paragraph, past second blank ) on ne ...is that n-e...and it has that
there...after the one...I don‟t know...I‟ll skip that one and go on... umm...
but... sometimes... je bois une limonade...that one‟s this I think (types “bois”,
in the third blank)
...oh okay...(reads paragraph) du I think it‟s...no...it‟s not...it‟s the
plural...oh...ahh...I think it‟s that (types “boivent” in the fourth blank)...
‟cause these ones are all using that same verb and I think that‟s the point of
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the activity...
ah...should I submit...(cl “submit” for first blank, R:-) ah...subject verb
agreement...ah...the subject verb...I think I just misspelled it...maybe le verbe
boire...(cl “le verbe boire”, looks at conjugation on webpage) oh it‟s
buvons...okay (moves window to the side) it‟s one of those irregular ones...
buvons... (changes “boissons” to “buvent”) wait that wasn‟t right (changes it
to “buvons”) Ah I don‟t know if...(clicks to page with conjugation)
mmm...buvons(pronounces “s”)...
I‟m not sure why I keep thinking...wait...b-o-i-v...b-o-i-v-e-n-t (types
“boivent” in the fourth blank)(clicks on conjugation page)...
that‟s right...so it‟s these ones...this is good practice...bois, bois, boit
(pronounces “t”), nous buvons, vous buvez (pronounces “z”), boivent (click
back to Mais Oui! page)
(cl “submit”, R:+) yea!
(cl “submit”, R:+) tres bien!
(cl “submit”, R:+) tres bien...
(cl “submit”, R:+) tres bien...(page changes)
hm...et toi qu‟est ce que tu...that one...(reads paragraph)...
ahh...buvez...um...est-ce tes freres et tes soeurs...de café...est-ce que tes...it‟s
plural...umm...so...
(reads paragraph) it‟s that one....(types “boit” in fourth blank, cl “submit”,
R:+) c‟est exact...
(cl “submit for third blank, R:-) uh...I didn‟t spell it right...(clicks on
conjugation page) b-o-i...it‟s not bio it‟s boi..(changes “biovent” to
“boivent”, cl “sbumit”, R:+)
buvez (pronounces “z”) (cl “submit” for second blank, R:+)
bois(cl “submit” for first blank, R:+)...10 tries to answer 8
questions...yikes...obviously umm...exit...
Achats
(reads instructions out loud) ah I don‟t like articles...
(reads sentence) du pain (cl “du”, R:+)...
nous adorons...ah...um...hmm...I want to click the same one, but why would
they have two in a row...nous adorons...un pain...le pain...saying we adore a
bread...we adore the bread...or we adore some bread? (cl “du”, R:-) okay...
I‟ll try one more time...(cl “le”, R:+) okay...
puis nous avons pris...ah it‟s a plural so it‟s going to be...(cl “des”, R:+)
Bravo...
ahh...ha-ha...de l‟ananas (cl “de l‟”, R:+)
and something bouteuille de vin...une bouteuille (cl “une”, R:+)...
a midi nous avons mangé...um...uh-huh (cl “de la”, R:+)... de la pizza
...moi je pris un verre (cl “un”, R:+)...
moi j‟aime...j‟aime la bière...j‟aime de la bière...j‟aime une bière...it‟s saying
I like a beer...I‟ll pass on the wine...ehh... I don‟t know (cl “une”, R:-)
hmm...(cl “la”, R:+) there we go...okay
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Trop?
S: hmm..so click...(seems to read instructions silently) use all three kinds of
comparisons ...is there a place where I can review the comparisons?
K: Not on this one, but if you do...if you go to..umm...if you go under
applications on the main menu, you‟ll leave this exercise for a little...if you
go to applications...if you go to..if you click forward I think four times
maybe. you‟ll get to something that says...yeah, if you click on that little blue
review link, the comparative, that should give you a review...
S: (clicks on page) plus de...que...moins de...que...autant de...que...okay...I‟m
gonna save this down here....so I‟m not sure...wait (exits activity, and refinds
Trop?) Okay
(clicks “info+”, seems to read information in “info+” silently) hmmm....it‟s
just giving me...info...am I supposed to be listening on this one?
K: You will be listening to each one.
S: I clicked on the info.
K: Yeah the info is just that, if you click on the “M” you can move it...if you
drag it while you‟re clicking down on it...
S: Oh, and there where do I...
K: You‟ll listen by clicking on the arrows.
S: Okay...wow...
...(listens to first audio)…hmm...ah acheté plus de cotelletes que moi (reads
model out loud) umm...(types “Elle a achete”) hmm, I think it‟s this one
(types “é moins de baguettes que moi.”)
(clicks on second audio) hmm (changes “moins” to “plus” in first blank)
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K: So why did you change that?
S: Um, cause I realized that I was saying that she...like what I heard was that
she got two baguettes and somehow my brain registered that I was saying
that I had one less than her...and then I realized that it was an elle so I had to
make it so she got more than me...that‟s about it...
...(listens to second audio)…um...umhuh...one kilo of pommes de
terre...that‟s potatoes...oh...one kilo...Elle a acheté (types “Elle a achet” ) I
still don‟t really know which one...I think it‟s that, cause it‟s acheté so it has
to be...ah acheté...acheté...pommes so she has a lot of (types “é moins de
pommes de terre”) um...that‟s it...pommes de terre...that‟s it...que moi(types
“que moi”)...(listens to second audio) un kilo de...hmmm...
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(listens to third audio) umm...I have less carrots than she does so she has
more carrots than I have...(types “Elle a acheté”) using all three kinds of
comparisons...so...I assume the fourth one will be the other....but....she has
500 grams...oh I guess...(types “plus carottes que moi”)
(listens to fourth audio) okay, elle a acheté...accent grave...no aigu (types
“Elle a acheté”) a-o-u-t-...autant de...ah...bouteuille..de... (types “autant de
bouteuille de vin que moi”) okay
K: Okay can you talk me through it and tell me like how you knew what to
write...
S: ummm..I...let‟s see...well since it‟s... since we‟re comparing nouns...like
with what we bought...then I‟m going through and I‟m looking and I‟m
seeing what she bought and what I bought and I‟m comparing them so since
it‟s a quantity that I‟m comparing I have to use these certain phrases like plus
de, and autant de and moins de...cause it‟s not...I‟m not saying it‟s better
than...I‟m just saying I have more of it...or I have the same amount with this
one...but the de has to be in there...so...um...should I submit...
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K: Yeah you just hit save on this one and it saves them all at once...
S: Um okay...what‟s the next one..

Vrai ou Faux?
S: Umm so I‟m gonna listen and then I‟m going to decide if the following
statements are true or false...
(listens to audio)
(reads sentence) Leo and his wife on fait les course... I‟m gonna say false
„cause they said l‟épicerie...none of them once mentioned a supermarché and
they said lots of foods and...um..(cl “faux”, R:+) okay...
(reads sentence) (listens to audio again) hmm...(cl “vrai”, R:-)
boulangerie...oh that‟s butchers...I always get those two mixed up...oh
anyways...okay...
decide if the following are true or false...ils ont pris du fruit...(listens to audio
again) hmm....(listens to audio again) boulangerie...hmmm...(listens to audio
again) hmmm...
K: So what are you thinking right now?
S: umm...I‟m think that...true or false...so this one has to be true...but I don‟t
know where else you get fruit...so I‟m just trying to decide if it‟s vrai ou
faux...because if it‟s...cause that‟s the most common place to get fruit... is a
grocery store...but he said they got tacos at the grocery store...or maybe I
missed something... I must have missed something...maybe that was the end
of the sentence and that was part of the first part of the sentences...so it‟s
probably true...and the two before it were false so...I‟m gonna go with true
(cl “vrai”, R:-) dang it.
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(laughs)okay (reads the sentence) ils n‟ont pas oublié le frommage...Well I
know he had cheese...they didn‟t forget the cheese...(listens to audio again) I
was daydreaming again there...I‟ll have to do it again...(listens to audio
again)... hmm (cl “vrai”, R:+)...
ils ont besoin de buerre...(listens to audio again) (listens to audio
again)..hm....hmmm... I think this one‟s true...(cl “vrai”, R:+)
(reads sentence quietly)... ah ...it‟s where they got ham... ha...(cl “vrai”, R:-)
what
(tries to read the sentence again, reads most of it when it changes) hmm..
(reads new sentence) things exotic at the épicerie... ah...yeah I think that‟s
right (cl “vrai”, R:+) (reads the sentence)
Léo adores les tacos...he said that Mexican food was amazing, so
probably...(cl “vrai”, R:-) no...he doesn‟t like tacos...(laughs at page which
tells her how well she did)...okay
Occuppée
S: (reads instructions, some out loud, some not) things she did or did not do,
(cl “le passé composé”)Oh, I don‟t think we‟ve learned this yet...the passé
composé is a compound tense because it is composed of two parts...(reads
page about the passé composé)...ah yeah we haven‟t learned this...Elle n‟a
pas pris de pain hier...(reads examples)...huh...saying what
happened...okay....(reads through the page) mmm...okay (closes window) we
haven‟t learned this yet, but that‟s okay...umm...I don‟t think this is right
spot...oh here...okay...faire la cuisine ...elle n‟a pas fait la cuisine...
acheté de la charcuterie...umm....that‟s like the other one...elle n‟a pas
acheté...oh wait...I need that one...de...de la
charcuterie...charcuterie...ah...elle n‟a pas acheté de la charcuterie...so that‟s
an open air market...not a deli...faire la cuisine...elle n‟a pas fait la cuisine
....acheté... okay...sure..(types “Elle n'a pas acheté de la charcuterie.”) (cl
“save”, page changes)
...travaillier à la boulangerie...which is not the butchers it‟s the
bakers...yes...elle a travaillé oh nope... oh wait...I need this one...travaillé...oh
I need that one...where‟s that one...à la boulangerie...ah...okay... (types “Elle
a travaillé à la boulangerie.”) (cl “save”, page changes)
faire ses devoirs...oui, elle a....ummm....I‟m confused...uhhh...
K: What are you thinking now?
S: I‟m thinking that I might have to use... I don‟t know if I‟m supposed
to...cause...I‟m just wondering why they used fait right here...like I know
why they would use fait...but I thought that according to what I read earlier
about this stuff was that you just make the second verb like an infinitive
almost except you add like an accent aigu so...I‟m confused as to why they
used fait right here, but then in the example they were like oh, just say
whatever...with the second verb...because you‟re already conjugating this
verb to fit elle, so why are they having it be fait la cuisine instead of faire la
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cuisine which is what I assume it would be...however...if that‟s what the
example does...then I did the other two wrong and...I‟m not sure...what I‟m
doing (laughs)...elle a fait ses devoirs...okay so maybe what I‟m supposed to
be doing (clicks on passé composé explanation page) hmm...(looks at page)
oh have irregular past participles which must be learned as they are
introduced...okay...so I was doing those other one‟s right...I think...I don‟t
remember...it‟s because...the irregular verbs that they are...okay... I think I‟m
doing okay...Elle a fait ses devoirs...okay... (types “Elle a fait ses devoirs.”)
(cl “save”, page changes)
oui...retrouver ses copains....ah um...how do I know they‟re her friends...they
could be her family...I don‟t know...Elle...I think that‟s the right one...I don‟t
know...accent aigu....retrouvé ses copains...if they were all women it would
be copines...but they‟re not...so I guess it‟s okay...and they‟re using that
verb... (types “Elle a retrouvé ses copains.”)…is that the right verb?...that‟s
what I‟ve used for every other one so why not... (cl “save”, page changes)
ah...prendre des petits gateaux...they‟re having tea...Elle n‟a pas oh wait it‟s
an irregular verb...oh...(clicks on passé composé page, seems to read through
it, is silent)hmm...ah...elles ont pris...p-r-i-s pris...Elle n‟a pas pris des petits
gateaux...e-no e-a –u...‟cause they‟re drinking little cups...not having small
cakes...(types “Elle n'a pas pris des petits gâteaux.”)
déjeuner avec ses parents...it could be an aunt and uncle...um...elle a
dé...accent aigu...(laughs) avec ses parents... (types “Elle a déjeuné avec ses
parents.”) (cl “save”, page changes)
faire la sieste...non...elle oops...n‟a pas fait la sieste... (types “Elle n'a pas fait
la sieste.”) (cl “save”, page changes)
...ah..joué au tennis...non...elle n‟a pas jou...accent aigu...au tennis...that
makes me wonder...if it‟s the same sound then why do we have to change it
when you‟re writing it...I don‟t know...elle n‟a pas joué au
tennis...umm...(types “Elle n‟a pas joué au tennis.”) (cl “save”, page changes)
oh I‟m all done...with that one...okay...um...which one...
Commandez!
S: Okay (reads instructions out loud) umm...moi...j‟ai tres...so a drink so I‟m
very thirsty...there‟s nothing else...not really...oh wait...no maybe
hungry...tres...yeah that makes sense...
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K:You‟re gonna drag it to the green icon that matches the number
S: Oh okay...I‟m like...where...I‟m like that‟s not going...okay so...(dg “faim”
to 1, R:dis) I guess that...and it disappeared so it‟s right
...ah...je vais...hmmm...that‟s already a verb...so...and that‟s in it‟s infinitive
form so I guess I could leave it there...(dg “prendre” to 2, R:dis)
K: How did you know it was that one?
S: Um just because there was already a verb here...and it couldn‟t be this
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(indicates “voudrais”) because that wouldn‟t make sense...je vais
voudrais...and then that‟s asking a question.. that‟s saying please...for
me...and thirsty...it just yeah...
so et toi...and then it says moi j‟ai...I drink...ah...j‟ai vraiment ...s‟il vous
plait...pour moi...j‟ai...soif...un citron...is it soif?...j‟ai...j‟ai... voudrais....I
think that‟s right...cause there‟s not a lot of other choices...(drag “voudrais”
to 3, R:dis)
cause I‟m really thirsty... (dg “soif” to 4, R:dis)
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Subject: 10t
Achats
S: okay...um.. I‟m trying to figure out “M” and “E” but now I got it so...
(reads instructions quietly) (reads “click rappel” twice and looks around
until he finds the button) ah..., choose the correct article to complete each
sentence... nothing I‟m supposed to say just um...
K: Yeah, this one you just click the correct response.
S: Okay so, d‟abord nous avons pris blank...and its about bread in a
bakery...um...they, I‟m trying to.... ah kay...I‟m looking at the options and
I‟m trying to figure out which one is...it‟s singular so I‟m eliminating
des...des...so it‟s de or le...I think in class we talked about de pain...(cl
“du”, R:+) oh bien,
ah nous adorons...ah nous...nous achetons...once again it‟s ...ah...all these
are singular...dang it...du worked for the first one...nous adorons... I‟m
trying to figure what adorons means...I know it‟s the multiple us form of
one word...oh...adore...aha...we adore the bread...so it wouldn‟t be...it
wouldn‟t be le because it‟s not ...because it‟s not one particular piece of
bread so I‟m gonna pick de...(cl “du”, R:-)...wait...essayer encore...try
again...so I was wrong...um...okay so I‟m gonna try le because I don‟t
think it would be a single thing...ah (cl “le”, R:+), oui...c‟est ça...
puis nous avons pris legumes et du riz à l‟épicerie...so...legumes is plural
so it‟s not “une”... “les” or “des”...I just feel like it‟s “les”...(cl “les”, R:)...ah...revise the articles... so I‟m gonna pick des now (cl “des”, R:+) wo
hoo...
this happens to be one I‟m bad at...Okay I know it‟s l‟ananas... et l‟ananas
pour le dessert ce soir...I‟m having pineapple for dessert...so it‟s
either...it‟s either...I know it‟s either de l‟ananas, or de l‟ananas...I‟m
pretty sure it‟s particular so I‟m gonna pick that...(cl “de l‟”, R:+) bien
(laughs)...
et bouteuille lait... a bottle of milk...a...and...une‟s the only one that really
seems to make sense to me at the moment... (cl “une”, R:+) oui, yea!...
cause d‟...at noon we...have eaten something pizza...I think it‟s of the
pizza so I‟m gonna say de la pizza...(cl “de la”, R:+) oui, tres bien...I like
how it puts the little things down there...it‟s kinda hokey, but I like
it...(laughs)
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...oui...j‟ai pris blank verre de vin aussi...some...ah...I don‟t know what
7. N
verre means...um...voyons...pris...wow we just saw this in class
too...umm...I have no idea so...my first guess really is du...(cl “du”, R:)...nope...and un doesn‟t really seem to be have been one of the options so
I would probably go with “le”...(cl “le”, R:-)...no (cl “un”, R:+) (laughs)
so...yeah I just had not clue on that...
moi, j‟aime...moi, I ...j‟aime...I like...I like the beer...yes...not the wine...so 8. N
beer I know is masculine ...wait no...une beer... it‟s feminine so I would
say...hmm...I would say une...(cl “une”, R:-) no...dang it...I sounded so
confident...then I go with la because...well all of them are feminine, but (cl
“la”, R:+)...
yeah, la was it...good work, I finished the exercise, but it took 14 tries to
answer 8 questions...that‟s pretty helpful, just to know how often I tried
things...I like it...
Is that kinda what you want?
K: Yea, that‟s great, just keep going
S: so I just do this to find the next one?

Trop?
S: I‟ve been shopping for dinner and return to discover my room-mate has
done the same...way to go...listen...oh listen to her statements...so do I
have to put this on?
K:yeah
S: then click info to compare your purchases with hers using...so do
I...what do I.?
K: Yeah you click those to listen to her statements...
S: (listens to first audio, twice) Okay, I like to listen to it twice, just
because I like to understand...alright...j‟ai pris trois...baguettes...okay...I
heard baguettes...okay...j‟ai...j‟ai three baguettes from the bakery...so then
am I supposed to...well...then click info to view my things with
theirs...okay and I clicked on info and I bought a baguette...um...so...using
all three kinds of comparison...oh...so I‟m gonna use more then, less then
or the same as...well...I‟m going to...and I write it as a sentence...is that
how this works?
K:uh-huh
S:um... ah j‟ai...I‟m gonna listen again to get a sense of the sentence
(listens to audio again)...j‟ai pris...j‟ai pris moins de baguettes (types “J‟ai
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pris moins de baguettes”)...I‟ll go back to info just to check myself (cl
“info+”, looks at it, closes window)...moins de baguettes que...mon
commarade de chambre...
okay (listens to second audio)...kilo of...(cl “info+”) am I able to get these
things up?...okay..I‟d like this to be able to...
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K: You can move it, if you click on “M” and move it while you‟re still
clicking
S: Oh, okay good (moves “info+” window to the upper left side) cause it
was kinda awkward cause it was covering the buttons, but it‟s good that
you can move it...un kilo de pomme...so...so I got...so he said one kilo and
the info says two so I bought more than him...j‟ai acheté plus de (types
“J‟ai acheté plus de...”) um...plus de kilos de pommes que mon
commarade de chambre...I‟m just kind of being confused whether you
do...trying to figure out plus de kilos de pommes...or plus de pommes que
I could just say more apples but they talked about kilos so...I don‟t know
if I need to fit that into the answer (types “kilos de pommes de terre.”)
...(listens to third audio clip)…une kilo de carottes...carottes?...so he
bought more carrots...so...J‟ai (types “J‟ai”) I just realized I‟m saying...I
just realized I can eliminate the one verb...J‟ai plus de carottes...I‟m kinda
confused at this point, just because...j‟ai plus de carottes que mon
cammarade de chambre...(types “J‟ai plus de carottes que mon
commarade de chambre.”) I‟m just kinda confused „cause it said three
types and I‟m wondering if I‟m doing all of the things...
...(listens to fourth audio) Oh no...no...now I‟m reassured „cause the last
one had it... so (laughs)...Umm...so ummm... I‟m picking...I‟m trying to
remember if it‟s autant or aussi...but quantity was autant so...and I‟m
sounding like I can‟t speak French, but I can‟t speak French so that‟s okay
(laughs) j‟ai autant...that‟s the wrong spelling a-u-t-a-n-t a-t-u... oh look
they have a model right there...she has bought...oh my goodness that
would have been so helpful...but umm...it helps me feel like I‟m doing
well...I...so... I am...autant...that‟s the only spelling that‟s coming out so
that‟s the one I‟m gonna stick with...autant de...um bouteuille...bouteuille
de vin...(types “autant de bouteuille de vin que mon
commarade”)okay...I‟m wondering if I can say que il (deletes “mon
commarade”) no..(types “mon commarade de chambre”) better to stick
with the devil we know...okay...so now I do?
K: Now you‟re just gonna save it. It just saves them all together. This one
doesn‟t correct it.
S: Okay...that‟s kinda non-helpful...but...I‟m worried that I did it
backwards „cause the model had um...I just realized at the end that the
model had she and I did I, so it would have been opposite, but it‟s
pretty...pretty much the same concept as far as I‟m concerned ...um
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Vrai ou faux?
S: Okay...ah...listen to the...I was just hoping to get the headphones
off...Listen to Leo discuss grocery purchases and decide if the following
statements are true or false...so...(listens to audio)
...okay that was way to long for me...umm...but at the end it talked about...
at the end... I know that this is false...(cl “faux”, R:+) ooh it‟s got bells
too...because at the end he talked about the femme, femme his wife and so
I was able to just because it was at the end...the middle is kind of vague...
um...he has to buy the baguettes ...that sounds like what I heard (cl “vrai”,
R:-)...no...Oh my goodness I wasn‟t even looking at that...at the
boucherie...I just saw the “b”s and that‟s how I answered...
Ils ont pris des fruits a l‟épicerie...vrai (cl “vrai”, R:-) ...no...oh my
goodness...my I‟m caught up on little things I got to listen to it,
Ils n‟ont pas... They did not forget the cheese...I‟m gonna have to listen
again (listens again)...des baguettes...boulangerie...des carottes... so he
didn‟t forget...right (cl “vrai”, R:+)...
...(listens to audio again) I‟m listening again to see if I hear beurre even
mentioned...pates..fromage...nous...he doesn‟t need the beurre... (cl
“faux”, R:-)no...
ummm...I think that pates is pasta instead of paté so I‟m gonna put
false...(cl “faux”, R:+)...c‟est cool...yes...
ils ont...quel...choses exotique...that‟s true „cause it talked about the
tacos...(cl “vrai”, R:+)
...umm...oh yeah, Leo sure does adore those tacos...(cl “vrai”, R:-) no he
doesn‟t...yeah...(whistles) that was so bad...ummm...
Occupée
S:Okay...(reads instructions out loud) click le passé composé to
review...which is this thing right here...(cl “le passé composé”) so I‟m just
clicking on it. just to kinda get an idea of what it‟s gonna show
me...okay...there‟s a model...faire la cuisine...so looking at it...looking at
the model and the thing...I‟m... faire la cuisine...I‟m gonna look at the
question and look at that and write a response...and she‟s at the open air
market...so I‟m gonna write um...Elle n‟a wait...elle...she...elle
um...n‟achete...de la charcuterie...(types “Elle n'achete pas de la
charcuterie.”) so I just essentially wrote that she didn‟t buy any...ne
pas...so do I save or?
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K: Yeah you just save, this one doesn‟t correct either
S: well that‟s...(cl “save”, page changes)
she traveled to the boulangerie...that is true because I see that this lovely
old lady is surrounded by bread...(laughs) ah...she...elle a travaillé à la
boulangerie...boulang...erie... (types “Elle travaille a la boulangerie.”)so I
just wrote the....ahh...and I went down to the...I just find things all the
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time...I just found out how to put little ah...the right accents on them...(cl
“save”, page changes)
she did her homework...and I see the picture so I just...write this
down...(types “Elle fait ses devoirs.”) (cl “save”, page changes)...
retrouver ses copains...um...that‟s true (types “Elle retrouve avec ses
copains.” ) (cl “save”, R:+)...
they went to a little gateaux...I‟m just trying to figure out if that would be
like a coffee shop... huh... it looks like they‟re having like a nice little cup
of joe to me...umm...I‟m gonna write no...just because...well cause it
seems like if I saw some bread there I might or some sweets, but it doesn‟t
just look like I see any there...Elle n‟a pas...des petits..I‟m gonna use this...
(types “Elle ne prende des petits gateaux.”) (cl “save”, page changes)
ahh...she has breakfast with her parents and...no reason to not believe...oh
wait that‟s lunch...no reason not to believe it...(types “Elle déjeuner avec
ses parents.”) and I‟m looking at the…I like to look up at the...the thing...
just to make a...I like to cross check...I‟m pointing...but I‟m talking to a
tape...(pointing to prompt)...(laughs)... I like to look at the thing...ah the
(pointing to the prompt)...what‟s it called...the thing that‟s written above
the other thing...to (laughs) to see the stuff (laughs) I‟m checking my
spelling as I go along, because I think it helps me to get things...that‟s
what I‟m trying to say...so I‟m checking it with the thing...(cl “save”, page
changes)
ah she‟s definitely not taking a sieste...(whistles)...even though sieste is
Spanish...Elle ne fait pas la sieste... sieste (types “Elle ne fait pas la
sieste.”) ... oui (cl “save”, page changes)...
umm...she‟s not playing tennis...Elle ne joue pas au tennis...(types “Elle ne
joue pas au tennis.”) (cl “save”, page changes) congratulation...I‟m
finished...um...
Vin?
S: (reads instructions out loud, inserting first person pronouns for second
person pronouns)...(cl “vocabulaire”) I‟m clicking just „cause...(reads
words out loud)...and unfortunately most these are things that I do
know...but...always helps...crap...this is low...(watches video)...oh
crap...that was the quietest thing I think I ever heard...
K: it was quiet?
S: Oh my goodness it was quiet.
K: they‟re are some knobs over on that beige control panel that should
allow you to turn it up
S: It‟s just hard...everything else was really...
K: just fine? um there should be a knob...is it working?
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S: no
K: I guess it would be these knobs, but that‟s not doing anything?
S: That‟s not doing anything.
S; Um but just listening through a time or two...ummm...they often have
wine...yes (cl “vrai”, R:+)...
umm...ummm...selon “m” jadot il convient de boire a chaque repas...that
one is also true (cl “vrai”, R:-)...no...it‟s not true
...umm...I...that one‟s (cl “vrai”, R:-)...
ah...dans ma famille on boit souvent de l‟eau pendant le repas...let me try
listening again...(watches video again)...oui (cl “vrai”, R:+)...
the family does not drink ...uh...(cl “vrai”, R:-)...
les grandes bourg...sont...ah...that‟s true (cl “vrai”,R:+)...good work you
got three out of six...
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Comparisons
Comparisons
1. HT
S: okay...comparisons...hmm...launch video...um..(reads instructions out
loud) oh you‟re joking it‟s not going to be the same video is it?...(launches
video) oh crap...(opens “info+”, moves it to the upper right side)oh
crap...hmm...well I‟m at a loss „cause it‟s the same video and the same
audio problem...(moves the video to the upper left corner)... (types) this is
all compounded by the fact that I‟m very uncomfortable writing more than
a few words... (types) je...(clicks on review link) oh...okay...that‟s why I
always look at everything...um...such is life...I have to figure out how to
write something that I can‟t really hear...at this point at home I‟d get a
soda...(laughs) umm... J‟ai.
(Alan comes to help with the headphone problem)
S: see it‟s weird because the ones that were just audio I could hear just
fine...but when they...maybe...but as soon as they added the video...when
you press play you can‟t even hear...well I can‟t...
(Alan still helping)
S: bois de boissons moins souvent que les Jadots...les
Jadots...sou...souvent...
A: did the video open there?
S: No I just like to move things and the picture didn‟t really help at all...
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A: push the play button for me
S: Maybe
A: it‟s still light, but it should help
(continue discussing problem)
S: (cl “save”) a definite article...well I wrote something, now I‟m trying
to press save...
K: Oh this one, the page doesn‟t save...for whatever reason...but if you
pressed save, it saved
S: oh.
K: Go ahead and talk me through real quick...how did you decide what to
write etc...
S: O essentially from what I could hear...all I could hear them talking
about was they talked about wine at parties and they talked about water
when they rest and just visit...so ...so essentially I don‟t drink wine...so it
was pretty easy to say that I drink wine less often than the...than
the...family...I used the name...the Jadots...family...then I just said well I
drink water a lot and so as much as them...it didn‟t mention anything else
so I said just to kind of make sure that I had one of each...cause it just
kinda...it just kinda fills in a gap in my head...I just decided...I said I
obviously must drink soda more often than them...or coke more often than
them...so I did that...
(full typed text , first save “Je bouve d'leau aussi, mais je ne bouve le
vin.”…second save “Je bouve le vin mons souvent que le Jadots. Je
bouve l'eau autunt souvent que le Jadots. Je bouve le coca plus souvent
que le Jadots.”)
Interviews
S:Okay...launch video...(laughs)...let‟s see, it‟s even just the one video
now....well that video‟s on there still...(reads instructions out
loud)...okay...(tries to put on headphone‟s, they‟re too small)
K: Are they too small? you can pull them out.
S: Oh no this one comes down too...(put‟s on headphones) I was gonna
say he had a small head, but he didn‟t have a small head...(starts
video)...oh my goodness...now it‟s good...
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K: Is it? Okay. (referring to a past audio problem)
S: (moves video window around as he watches so that he can see the
pictures, pauses the video) okay so I like to kinda go as I go along... I
heard her talk about...I‟m gonna kinda look at the things at the
bottom...(seems to read through the icons)...un ...deux ...trois ...quatre
...cinq...six (counts pictures)... un...deux...trois...quatre ...cinq
...six...un...deux... trois.. (counts the icons) I thought there was supposed
to be two for them...does their picture...do I click on that?...do I drag it
(drags one of the icons a little ways)...oh...okay..(rewinds video and starts
again)
ahh...I hear a traditional meal...so umm... (pulls the mouse across the
icons, seems to be reading them)...(dg 7 to A, R:dis)...I just heard her...she
just talked about vegetables a lot...like...I saw likes to cook with
vegetables so...
this next girl I know talks about a sandwich...(pauses video)...and this is
the only sandwich I see, I‟m assuming that camembert is a type of cheese
that I don‟t know about...(dg 6 to B, R:dis) yes...
(starts video again)...oh my goodness...I can‟t even (rewinds video, lets it
play again)...my goodness...she talked so fast...um... goodness... (moves
video to upper left, let‟s it play, rewinds and watches section again,
pauses)...just as I listen to her, I think I hear university so I‟m gonna put
that up there (dg 3 to C, R:dis)...
so...(watches another little section and pauses the video)...and he just says
a restaurant...so the first one just talks about a restaurant so I‟m gonna put
it on him (dg 1 to F, R:dis)...
...(watches a little bit more and pauses)...so essentially I just like to move
it back and catch what they‟re saying...(rewinds, watches, pauses) ‟kay
um...(watches again)...okay this guy with the nice striped shirt...um...talks
about the different courses so I‟m gonna choose between he gets prepared
plates...um...prepared dishes and he needs to have courses...and I‟m gonna
go with courses...(dg 10 to D, R:bb)...no so I‟m gonna go with the
plate...(dg 2 to D, R:bb)...no it was neither of those...
wow...(starts video again) ...okay he said... he said method American...so
I‟m moving him up...that up to there...(dg 5 to E, R:dis)...
(dg 2 to D, R:bb)...
(rewinds video and starts it again from second section)...oh crap...so that‟s
the end of the video...I still have one, two, three, four, five options
left...ummm...I know that I didn‟t get one for this guy (indicates F)...I
know I missed one for this guy (indicates D)...I know I probably missed
one for her (indicates A) she was only on once and she was only on once
(indicates C and B) that still only gives me four...umm...(cl “vocabulaire”,
looks at it very breifly, closes the window)...so...I know that I tried two of
them on him already...ah...I don‟t recall him saying anything about
anything that sounded exotic...he prepares...so...I just feel like this one
might be it...(dg 9 to D, R:dis)...
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K: Why did you feel that way?
S: well just because I had tried two...he didn‟t mention anything about it
being exotic so I eliminated that one...and um...um...even though a soup
and a salad sounded...even though it is healthy...it‟s sain...it just didn‟t... it
just...it seemed less likely than the other which I can‟t even remember
now because I moved it up...so...
um...now I don‟t know what to do...uh..needs to have the courses...oh I‟m
gonna put that up to the lady because she talked about salad and (dg 10 to
A, R:bb)...no...
she talked about a lot of things...I‟m guessing on a lot of this...(starts
video again)...she says... she says typical...so I‟m gonna put that she
doesn‟t like exotic...(dg 8 to A, R:dis)...yes wo-ho...go me...
(starts video again) now I‟m just looking at the things as I listen, trying to
see if I hear anything that sounds like it...(pauses video) okay um...les
courses...um...she needs to be at classes... um..(dg 10 towards C, pauses)
so I‟m gonna put...it might be classes... I always get words messed up
when I‟m on the spot...but since classes and university might go together
I‟m gonna...(dg 10 to C, R:bb) mess up on that...
...(laughs)...achete...I know I haven‟t answered this one yet so I keep
listening to it(F is on the screen)...hoping I‟ll find something...
aha...aha...(pauses video)...plats préperés...(dg 2 to F, R:bb)no...
crap...there‟s only three left...I hate this...but I know I haven‟t answered
for this yet, so if it‟s not that...um...it has to be one of the only two that are
left...so...I...he likes restaurants so he doesn‟t sound like a healthy guy so
I‟m gonna...I‟m gonna assume that it‟s not the healthy one and do
that...(dg 10 to F, R:bb)...and it‟s not...and this is the only one left ...(dg 4
to F, R:bb) and that didn‟t go with him either so I don‟t know why they
even had that clip in there... um crap...is there anyway to just say I give
up?...
K:(laughs) nope, you have to finish it
S: did I try this on her? (dg 10 to A, R:bb) cause she talked about
cour...having courses... but he was with her... (dg 10 to E, R:bb)...I used it
on him (dg 10 to D, R:bb)...which means it has to be her (dg 10 towards
C) no I used it on her...(dg 10 to B, R:dis) I have no idea why that was
her...I did not catch that at all...
she‟s...the salad and stuff makes me think that she‟s healthy now that I
just try and think about it (dg 4 to A, R:dis)...and yes of course...buys
prepared plates...she‟s in college so that would make sense for her...(dg 2
to C, R:dis)
yes...thank goodness...one left okay...and I was just tired of it so I was just
kind of...
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Commandez 1!
S: Okay now this one should go a lot quicker (he just did interviews)...no
listening... I hate listening... I...I..I‟m much more visual than audio and it
just takes me forever to get audio anything...ah...me and my friend order
lunch in a restaurant...choose the responses...(reading instructions out
loud)
I am tres soif...I remember from the activity that soif is thristy, so if we‟re
ordering.. (dg “soif” towards 1, pauses) unless there‟s a... no, I guess it
could be either...I want...I guess since the next sentence says I‟m going to
have a hamburger and fries then it would not be soif...um...je...umm...I‟m
going...um I think faim is...cause faim looks like famished...(dg “faim” to
1, R:dis)...so that‟s why I‟m picking that one...and it keeps one up there...
um....so I‟m hungry...I am going...to take..prendre...to take a hamburger
and fries (dg “prendre” to 2, R:dis)
...um...and you...then my friend Lea says, moi I‟m...um...she wants a
lemonade...and a thing of water...she is very...so four would have to be
thirsty „cause that goes along with wanting water and lemonade (dg “soif”
to 4, R:dis)...
um...je...ah s‟il vous plait means essentially quickly...pour moi means for
me...you desire...so it would have to be voudrais...she would have to say I
want some of this...so that‟s why I‟m choosing that...(dg “voudrais” to 3,
R:dis)...and that‟s it...
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